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UL MU-MIMOis a technique to allow multiple STAsto transmit simultaneously over the same frequency
source to the receiver. The concept is very similar to SU-MIMOwhere multiple space-time streams are

transmitted simultaneously over the same frequencyresource utilizing spatial multiplexing through multiple
antennasat the transmitter and receiver. The keydifference from SU-MIMOisthat in UL MU-MIMO,the

transmitted streams originate from multiple STAs. 
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Figure 27-19—Transmitter block diagram for the Data field of an HE DL MU-MIMOtransmis-
sion in a 106-, 242-, 484- or 996-tone RU with BCC encoding 
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The peruserdata is combinedas follows:

a) Spatial mapping: The Q matrixis applied as describedin 27.3.11.14 (OFDMmodulation). The com-
bining ofall user data of an RUis doneinthis block.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.

Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI determined by the TXVECTORparameter GI_TYPE
and apply windowingas described in 27.3.9 (Mathematical descriptionof signals).

Analog and RF: Upconvertthe resulting complex baseband waveformwitheachtransmit chainto an
RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit. Refer to 27.3.9
(Mathematical description of signals) and 27.3.10 (HE preamble) fordetails.

SU-MIMO and DL MU-MIMObeamforming are techniques used by a STA with multiple antennas (the
beamformer) to steer signals using knowledge of the channel to improve throughput. With SU-MIMO
beamformingall space-time streamsin the transmitted signal are intended forreceptionat a single STA in an

RU. With DL MU-MIMObeamfonmning,disjoint subsets of the space-time streams are intended for recep-
tionat different STAs in an RUofsize greater than or equal to 106-tones.

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for which receptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformedestimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix.

During transmission, a PSDU(in the SU case) or one or more PSDUs(in the MU case) are processed(i.e.,
scrambled and coded) and appendedto the PHY preambleto create the PPDU.Atthe receiver, the PHYpre-
amble is processedto aid in the detection, demodulation, and delivery of the PSDU. 
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Figure 27-19—Transmitter block diagram for the Data field of an HE DL MU-MIMOtransmis-
sion in a 106-, 242-, 484- or 996-tone RU with BCC encoding 
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The

a)

b)

 generation of eachfield in an HE PPDUuses manyofthe following blocks:

pre-FEC PHYpadding
Scrambler

FEC(BCCor LDPC) encoders

post-FEC PHYpadding

Streamparser

Segmentparser (for contiguous 160 MHz and noncontiguous 80+80 MHztransmissions)
BCCinterleaver

Constellation mapper

DCMtone mapper
Pilot insertion

Replication over multiple 20 MHz (for BW > 20 MHz)

Multiplication by 1st column of Papprr

LDPCtone mapper

Segment deparser

Space time block code (STBC) encoderforone spatial stream

Cyclic shift diversity (CSD) per STS insertion

Spatial mapper

Frequency mapping

Inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT)

Cyclic shift diversity (CSD) per chaininsertion

Guard interval (GI) insertion

Windowing 
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IPLrOCessor

The HE PHYsupports OFDMAtransmissions, both in the DL and the UL where different users can occupy
different RUs in a PPDU(see 27.3.9 (Mathematical description of signals)). The transmission within an RU
in a PPDUmaybesingle streamto one user, spatially multiplexed to one user (SU-MIMO),orspatially mul-
tiplexed to multiple users (MU-MIMO). Note that the VHT PHYsupports only full bandwidth DL MU-
MIMOasdescribedin 21.3.11 (SU-MIMOand DL-MU-MIMOBeamforming). 
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tured. The numberof users in the MU-MIMOgroupis indicated in the Number Of HE-SIG-B Symbols Or
MU-MIMOUsersfield in HE-SIG-A. Theallocated spatial streams for each user and the total number of
spatial streams are indicated in the Spatial Configuration field of User field in HE-SIG-B containing the
STA-ID of the designated MU-MIMO STA as defined in Table 27-29 (Spatial Configuration subfield
encoding).

If there is only one Userfield (see Table 27-27 (Userfield format for a non-MU-MIMOallocation)) for an
RUin the HE-SIG-B content channel, then the numberofspatial streams for the user in the RUis indicated
bythe NSTSfieldin the Userfield.

If there is more than one Userfield (see Table 27-28 (Userfield for an MU-MIMOallocation)) for an RUin
the HE-SIG-B content channel, then the numberof allocated spatial streams for each userin the RUisindi-
cated by the Spatial Configuration field of the User field in HE-SIG-B. Note that for an RU with 484 or

UL MUtransmissions are preceded by a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control subfield from the
AP. The Trigger frame or frame carrying the TRS Control subfield indicates the parameters, such as the
duration of the HE TB PPDU,RUallocation, target RSSI and MCS (see 9.3.1.22 (Trigger frame format),
9.2.4.6a.1 (TRS Control) and 26.5.3.3 (Non-AP STA behavior for UL MUoperation)), required to transmit
an HE TB PPDU.

The HE-SIG-B field provides the OFDMA and DL MU-MIMOresourceallocation informationto allowthe
STAsto look up the corresponding resourcesto be used inthe data portionof the frame. Theinteger fields of
the HE-SIG-Bfield are transmitted in unsigned binary format, LSB first, where the LSB is in the lowest
numberedbit position.

SU-MIMO and DL MU-MIMObeamforming are techniques used by a STA with multiple antennas (the
beamformer) to steer signals using knowledge of the channel to improve throughput. With SU-MIMO
beamformingall space-time streamsin the transmitted signal are intended forreceptionat a single STA in an 
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RU. With DL MU-MIMObeamfonmning,disjoint subsets of the space-time streams are intended for recep-
tionat different STAs in an RUofsize greater than or equal to 106-tones.

The User Specific field consists of multiple Userfields. The Userfields follow the Commonfield of HE-
SIG-B. The RUAllocationfield in the Commonfield and the position of the Userfield in the User Specific
field together identify the RUusedto transmit a STA’s data. Multiple RUs addressedto a single STA shall

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for which receptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformedestimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix.

A VHT beamformer shall initiate a sounding feedback sequence by transmitting a VHT NDP
Announcement frame followed by a VHT NDPafter a SIFS. The VHT beamformershall include in the
VHT NDP Announcementframe one STA Infofield for each VHT beamformeethat is expected to prepare
VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback and shall identify the VHT beamformee byincluding the VHT
beamformee’s AID in the AID subfield of the STA Info field. The VHT NDP Announcementframe shall
include at least one STA Info field.

A non-AP VHTbeamformee that receives a VHT NDP Announcementframe from a VHT beamformer with
whichit is associated or has an established DLS or TDLSsessionandthat contains the VHT beamformee’s
AID in the AID subfield of a STA Info field that is not the first STA Info field shall transmit its VHT

Compressed Beamforming feedback a SIFS after receiving a Beamforming Report Poll with RA matching
its MAC address and a non-bandwidthsignaling TA obtained fromthe TA field matching the MACaddress
of the VHT beamformer. If the RXVECTOR parameter CHBANDWIDTH_IN_NON_HTofthe received 
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The VHT Compressed Beamforming frame is an Action No Ack frame of category VHT. The Actionfield
of a VHT Compressed Beamforming frame contains the information shownin Table 8-28 Lai.

Table 8-281ai—VHT Compressed Beamforming frame Action field format

Order Information

Category 
VHTAction
 

VHT MIMOControl(see 8.4.1.47) 
VHT Compressed Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.48) 
MUExclusive Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.49)

 
The VHT MIMOControl field is always present in the frame. The presence and contents of the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Reportfield and the MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield are dependent on
the values of the Feedback Type, Remaining Feedback Segments, and First Feedback Segmentsubfields of
the VHT MIMOControlfield (see 8.4.1.47, 8.4.1.48, 8.4.1.49, and 9.31.5).

The AvgSNR;in Table 8-53his found by computing the SNR per subcarrier in decibels for the subcarriers
identified in Table 8-53g, and then computing the arithmetic meanof those values. Each SNR value pertone
in streami (before being averaged) correspondsto the SNRassociated with the columni of the beamforming
feedback matrix V determined at the beamformee. Each SNR corresponds to the predicted SNR at the
beamformee whenthe beamformerappliesall columnsof the matrix /. 
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The MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield is used by the VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback (see
8.5.23.2) to carry explicit feedback information in the form of delta SNRs. The information in the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Report field and the MU Exclusive Beamforming Report field canbe used bythe
transmit MU beamformer to determine steering matrices Q, as described in 9.29.3, 20.3.12.3, and
Table 22.3.11.

Meaning

Delta SNR for space-time stream1 for ASNR,scidx(0),1 a8 defined in Equation(8-2)subcarrier k = sscidx(0) 

 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream Ne for ‘ ASNR,.cidx(0), Ne 28 defined in Equation (8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(0) 

Delta SNR for space-time stream1 for . ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) ‘sscidx(1),1 48 defined in Equation (8-2) 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,.cidx(1), Nc 28 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) 
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Field Meaning
 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream1 for ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1) 'sscidx(Ns'—1),1 88 defined in Equation(8-2)
 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,scidx(Ns'— 1), Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1)

  
NOTE—sscidx() is definedin Table 8-53).

In Table 8-53i, Ns’ is the number of subcarriers for which the Delta SNR subfield is sent back to the

beamformer. Table 8-53j shows Ns’, the exact subcarrierindices and their order for which the Delta SNR is
sent back.

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix. 
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The VHT-SIG-Bfield is constructed per-user as follows:
a)
b)

Obtain the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and APEP_LENGTH from the TXVECTOR.

VHI-SIG-B bits: Set the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and VHT-SIG-B Length field as described in
22.3.8.3.6. Add the reserved bits (for SU only) and N,,;; bits of tail. For an NDP set VHT-SIG-B to
the fixed bit pattern for the bandwidth used as described in 22.3.8.3.6.
VHT-SIG-B Bit Repetition: Repeat the VHT-SIG-B bits as a function of CHBANDWIDTH as
defined in 22.3.8.3.6.

BCCencoder: Encode the VHT-SIG-Bfield using BCC at rate R=1/2 as described in 18.3.5.6.
Segment parser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz or noncontiguous 80+80 MHz transmission,
divide the output bits of the BCCencoder into two frequency subblocks as described in 22.3.10.7.
This block is bypassed for 20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.
BCCinterleaver: Interleave as described in 22.3.10.8.

Constellation mapper: Map to a BPSK constellation as defined in 18.3.5.8.

Segment deparser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz transmission, merge the two frequency
subblocks into one frequency segment as described in 22.3.10.9.3. This block is bypassed for
20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz. and 80+80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.

Pilot insertion: Insert pilots following the steps described in 22.3.10.10.

Pyyrrrr Matrix mapping: Apply the mapping of the 1st column of the P,,,7,;,, matrix to the data
subcarniers as described in 22.3.8.3.6. The total number of data and pilot subcarnersis the same as in
the Data field.

CSD: Apply CSDfor each space-time stream and frequency segment as described in 22.3.8.3.2.

Spatial mapping: Applythe O matrix as described in 22.3.10.11.1.
Phase rotation: Applythe appropriate phase rotations for each 20 MHz subchannel as described in
22.3.7.4 and 22.3.7.5.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.
Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI (LONG_GI) and apply windowing as described in
22.3.7.4.

Analog and RF: Up-convert the resulting complex baseband waveform associated with each
transmit chain to an RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit.
Refer to 22.3.7.4 and 22.3.8 for details. 
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The DL-MU-MIMO stecring matrix QO, ~ [Q. 9 QO): Q@ey_-1] can be determined by the
beamformer using the beamforming feedback matrices for subcarrierkfrom beamformee v, V,.,, and SNR
informationfor subcarrier k from beamformee u, SNR, ,, Where u = 0, 1, ...,V,,5¢,— 1. The steering matrix
that is computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback matrices and new SNR information from
someorall of participating beamformees mightreplace the existing steering matrix Q,for the next DL-MU-
MIMOdata transmission. The beamformee group for the MUtransmissionis signaled using the Group ID
field in VIIT-SIG-A (see 22.3.8.3.3 and 22.3.11.4).

Uponreceipt of a VHT NDP sounding PPDU,the beamformeeshall remove the space-time stream CSD in
Table 22-11 from the measured channel before computing a set of matrices for feedback to the beamformer.
The beamforming feedback matrix, V;,,,. found by the beamformeew for subcarrier k shall be compressedin
the form of angles using the method described in 20.3.12.3.6. The angles, g(k,v) and y(k,u), are quantized
according to Table 8-53e. The numberofbits for quantization is chosen by the beamformee, based onthe
indication fromthe beamformeras to whetherthe feedback is requested for SU-MIMO beamforming or DL-
MU-MIMObeamforming. The compressed beamforming feedback using 20.3.12.3.6 is the only Clause 22
beamforming feedback formatdefined.

The beamformee shall generate the beamforming feedback matrices with the numberof rows (Nr) equal to
the Ngzs of the NDP.

After receiving the angle information, ¢(k,u) and y(k,u), the beamformerreconstructs V;.,, using Equation
(20-79). For SU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer can use this V;9 matrix to determinethe steering
matrix Q;. For DL-MU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer may calculate a steering matrix
Ox = [Qo Qx1>---> Gen,1] using My, and SNR,,, (0<u<N,,,,—1) in order to suppress crosstalk
betweenparticipating beamformees. The method usedbythe beamformerto calculate the steering matrix QO;
is implementation specific.

IPLOCeSsor 
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Transmit beamforming and DL MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is appliedto the transmit signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. HE STAsuse the
HE sounding protocol to determine the channel state information. The HE sounding protocol provides
explicit feedback mechanisms, defined as HE non-trigger-based (non-TB) sounding and HEtrigger-based
(TB) sounding, where the HE beamformee measures the channel usingatraining signal (i.e., an HE sound-
ing NDP)transmitted by the HE beamformerand sends back a transformed estimate of the channelstate.
The HE beamformerusesthis estimate to derive the steering matrix.

The HE beamformeereturnsanestimate of the channelstate in an HE compressed beamforming/CQIreport
carried in one or more HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frames. There are three types of HE compressed
beamforming/CQIreport:

An HE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframe from an HE beamformerwith whichit
is associated andthat contains the HE beamformee's MACaddress in the RA field and also receives an HE

sounding NDP a SIFSafter the HE NDP Announcementframeshall transmit its HE compressed beamform-
ing/CQI report a SIFS after the HE sounding NDP. The TXVECTORparameter CHBANDWIDTHforthe
PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report shall be set to indicate a bandwidth not
widerthanthat indicated by the RXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTHofthe HE sounding NDP.

AnHE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframeas part of an HE TB sounding sequence
with a STA Info field addressed toit soliciting SU or MUfeedback shall generate an HE compressed beam-
forming/CQIreport using the feedback type, Ng and codebooksize indicated in the STA Info field. If the HE
beamformee then receives a BFRP Triggerframe with a UserInfo field addressedtoit, the HE beamformee
transmits an HE TB PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report following the rules
defined in 26.5.3.3 (Non-AP STA behavior for UL MUoperation). If the HE NDP Announcementframe has

UL MUoperationallows an AP to solicit simultaneous immediate response frames from one or more non-
AP HE STAs. A non-AP HE STAshallfollowthe rules in this subclause for the transmission of respon: 
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The HE-LTFfield provides a meansforthe receiver to estimate the MIMO channel betweenthe set of con-
stellation mapperoutputs (or, if STBCis applied, the STBC encoderoutputs) andthe receive chains. In an
HE SUPPDUand HE ER SUPPDU,the transmitter provides training for Nez; space-time streams(spatial
mapperinputs) used for the transmission of the PSDU.In an HE MUPPDU,the transmitter provides train-

ing for Nozs; total Space-time streamsusedforthe transmission of the PSDU(s) in the r-th RU. In an HE TB
PPDU,the transmitterof useruin the r-th RUprovidestraining for Neg,.,, space-time streams usedfor thetransmission of the PSDU.Foreach tone in the r-th RU. the MIMO channel that can be estimated is an

Ney * Nors7total Matrix. An HE transmissionhas a preamblethat contains HE-LTF symbols, where the data
tones of each HE-LTF symbol are multiplied by entries belonging to a matrix Pyg_ptr. to enable channel
estimationat the receiver. The pilot subcarriers of each HE-LTF symbolare multiplied by the entries of a

In an HE SU PPDU, HE MUPPDUand HE ER SU PPDU,the combination of HE-LTF type andGI dura-
tion is indicated in HE-SIG-Afield. In an HE TB PPDU,the combination of HE-LTFtype and GI duration
is indicated in the Triggerframethat triggers the transmission of the PPDU.If an HE PPDUis an HE sound-
ing NDP,the combinations of HE-LTFtypes and GIdurationsarelisted in 27.3.18 (Transmit specification).
If an HE PPDUis an HE TB feedback NDP, the combinations of types and GI durationsare listed in 27.3.4
(HE PPDUformats).

The DL MU-MIMOsteering matrix QO, = [O;9, Oj 1. ---» 2 _;] can be determined by the beam-
former fsing the beamforming feedback for subcarrier k from beamformee wu, where

= 0,1, Nuser.»— 1 - The feedback report formatis describedin 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamform-
ing Report field) and 9.4.1.66 (HE MUExclusive Beamforming Report field). The steering matrix thatis
computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback from someorall of participating beamformees
might replace the existing steering matrix Q, for the next DL MU-MIMOdatatransmission.

For SU-MIMO beamforming, the steering matrix Q; can be determined from the beamforming feedback
matrix V;, that is sent back to the beamformerbythe beamformee using the compressed beamforming feed-
back matrix format as defined in 19.3.12.3.6 (Compressed beamforming feedback matrix). The feedback
report format is described in 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamforming Reportfield). 
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Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix.

A VHT beamformer shall initiate a sounding feedback sequence by transmitting a VHT NDP
Announcement frame followed by a VHT NDPafter a SIFS. The VHT beamformershall include in the
VHT NDP Announcementframe one STA Info field for each VHT beamformeethat is expected to prepare
VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback andshall identify the VHT beamformee by including the VHT
beamformee’s AID in the AID subfield of the STA Info field. The VHT NDP Announcementframe shall
include at least one STA Info field.

 
A non-AP VHT beamformeethat receives a VHT NDP Announcementframe from a VHT beamformerwith
whichit is associated or has an established DLS or TDLSsessionand that contains the VHT beamformee’s
AID in the AID subfield of a STA Info field that is not the first STA Info field shall transmit its VHT
Compressed Beamforming feedback a SIFSafter receiving a Beamforming Report Poll with RA matching
its MACaddress and a non-bandwidthsignaling TA obtained from the TA field matching the MACaddress
of the VHT beamformer. If the RXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH_IN_NON_HTofthereceived 
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Table 8-281ai—VHT Compressed Beamforming frameAction field format

Order Information

Category 

VHTAction 

VHT MIMOControl(see 8.4.1.47) 

VHT Compressed Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.48)  
MUExclusive Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.49)

The Categoryfieldis set to the value for VHT,specified in Table 8-38.

The VHTActionfieldis set to the value forVHT Compressed Beamforming, specified in Table 8-281ah.

The VHT MIMO Controlfield is always present in the frame. The presence and contents of the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Report field and the MUExclusive Beamforming Reportfield are dependent on
the values of the Feedback Type, Remaining Feedback Segments, and First Feedback Segment subfields of
the VHT MIMOControlfield (see 8.4.1.47, 8.4.1.48, 8.4.1.49, and 9.31.5).

The AvgSNR;in Table 8-53his found by computing the SNR per subcarrier in decibels for the subcarriers
identified in Table 8-53g, and then computing the arithmetic meanof those values. Each SNR value pertone
in streami (before being averaged) correspondsto the SNRassociated with the columni of the beamforming
feedback matrix V determined at the beamformee. Each SNR corresponds to the predicted SNR at the
beamformee whenthe beamformerappliesall columnsof the matrix /. 
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The MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield is used by the VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback (see
8.5.23.2) to carry explicit feedback information in the form of delta SNRs. The information in the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Report field and the MU Exclusive Beamforming Report field canbe used bythe
transmit MU beamformer to determine steering matrices Q, as described in 9.29.3, 20.3.12.3, and
Table 22.3.11.

Meaning

Delta SNR for space-time stream1 for ASNR,scidx(0),1 a8 defined in Equation(8-2)subcarrier k = sscidx(0) 

 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream Ne for ‘ ASNR,.cidx(0), Ne 28 defined in Equation (8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(0) 

Delta SNR for space-time stream1 for . ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) ‘sscidx(1),1 48 defined in Equation (8-2) 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,.cidx(1), Nc 28 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) 
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Field Meaning
 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream1 for ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1) 'sscidx(Ns'—1),1 88 defined in Equation(8-2)
 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,scidx(Ns'— 1), Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1)

  
NOTE—sscidx() is definedin Table 8-53).

In Table 8-53i, Ns’ is the number of subcarriers for which the Delta SNR subfield is sent back to the

beamformer. Table 8-53j shows Ns’, the exact subcarrierindices and their order for which the Delta SNR is
sent back.

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix. 
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The VHT-SIG-Bfield is constructed per-user as follows:
a)
b)

Obtain the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and APEP_LENGTH from the TXVECTOR.

VHI-SIG-B bits: Set the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and VHT-SIG-B Length field as described in
22.3.8.3.6. Add the reserved bits (for SU only) and N,,;; bits of tail. For an NDP set VHT-SIG-B to
the fixed bit pattern for the bandwidth used as described in 22.3.8.3.6.
VHT-SIG-B Bit Repetition: Repeat the VHT-SIG-B bits as a function of CHBANDWIDTH as
defined in 22.3.8.3.6.

BCCencoder: Encode the VHT-SIG-Bfield using BCC at rate R=1/2 as described in 18.3.5.6.
Segment parser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz or noncontiguous 80+80 MHz transmission,
divide the output bits of the BCCencoder into two frequency subblocks as described in 22.3.10.7.
This block is bypassed for 20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.
BCCinterleaver: Interleave as described in 22.3.10.8.

Constellation mapper: Map to a BPSK constellation as defined in 18.3.5.8.

Segment deparser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz transmission, merge the two frequency
subblocks into one frequency segment as described in 22.3.10.9.3. This block is bypassed for
20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz. and 80+80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.

Pilot insertion: Insert pilots following the steps described in 22.3.10.10.

Pyyrrrr Matrix mapping: Apply the mapping of the 1st column of the P,,,7,;,, matrix to the data
subcarniers as described in 22.3.8.3.6. The total number of data and pilot subcarnersis the same as in
the Data field.

CSD: Apply CSDfor each space-time stream and frequency segment as described in 22.3.8.3.2.

Spatial mapping: Applythe O matrix as described in 22.3.10.11.1.
Phase rotation: Applythe appropriate phase rotations for each 20 MHz subchannel as described in
22.3.7.4 and 22.3.7.5.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.
Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI (LONG_GI) and apply windowing as described in
22.3.7.4.

Analog and RF: Up-convert the resulting complex baseband waveform associated with each
transmit chain to an RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit.
Refer to 22.3.7.4 and 22.3.8 for details. 
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The DL-MU-MIMO stecring matrix QO, ~ [Q. 9 QO): Q@ey_-1] can be determined by the
beamformer using the beamforming feedback matrices for subcarrierkfrom beamformee v, V,.,, and SNR
informationfor subcarrier k from beamformee u, SNR, ,, Where u = 0, 1, ...,V,,5¢,— 1. The steering matrix
that is computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback matrices and new SNR information from
someorall of participating beamformees mightreplace the existing steering matrix Q,for the next DL-MU-
MIMOdata transmission. The beamformee group for the MUtransmissionis signaled using the Group ID
field in VIIT-SIG-A (see 22.3.8.3.3 and 22.3.11.4).

Uponreceipt of a VHT NDP sounding PPDU,the beamformeeshall remove the space-time stream CSD in
Table 22-11 from the measured channel before computing a set of matrices for feedback to the beamformer.
The beamforming feedback matrix, V;,,,. found by the beamformeew for subcarrier k shall be compressedin
the form of angles using the method described in 20.3.12.3.6. The angles, g(k,v) and y(k,u), are quantized
according to Table 8-53e. The numberofbits for quantization is chosen by the beamformee, based onthe
indication fromthe beamformeras to whetherthe feedback is requested for SU-MIMO beamforming or DL-
MU-MIMObeamforming. The compressed beamforming feedback using 20.3.12.3.6 is the only Clause 22
beamforming feedback formatdefined.

The beamformee shall generate the beamforming feedback matrices with the numberof rows (Nr) equal to
the Ngzs of the NDP.

After receiving the angle information, ¢(k,u) and y(k,u), the beamformerreconstructs V;.,, using Equation
(20-79). For SU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer can use this V;9 matrix to determinethe steering
matrix Q;. For DL-MU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer may calculate a steering matrix
Ox = [Qo Qx1>---> Gen,1] using My, and SNR,,, (0<u<N,,,,—1) in order to suppress crosstalk
betweenparticipating beamformees. The method usedbythe beamformerto calculate the steering matrix QO;
is implementation specific. 
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Transmit beamforming and DL MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is appliedto the transmit signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. HE STAsuse the
HE sounding protocol to determine the channel state information. The HE sounding protocol provides
explicit feedback mechanisms, defined as HE non-trigger-based (non-TB) sounding and HEtrigger-based
(TB) sounding, where the HE beamformee measures the channel usingatraining signal (i.e., an HE sound-
ing NDP)transmitted by the HE beamformerand sends back a transformed estimate of the channelstate.
The HE beamformerusesthis estimate to derive the steering matrix.

The HE beamformeereturnsanestimate of the channelstate in an HE compressed beamforming/CQIreport
carried in one or more HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frames. There are three types of HE compressed
beamforming/CQIreport:

An HE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframe from an HE beamformerwith whichit
is associated andthat contains the HE beamformee's MACaddress in the RA field and also receives an HE

sounding NDP a SIFSafter the HE NDP Announcementframeshall transmit its HE compressed beamform-
ing/CQI report a SIFS after the HE sounding NDP. The TXVECTORparameter CHBANDWIDTHforthe
PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report shall be set to indicate a bandwidth not
widerthanthat indicated by the RXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTHofthe HE sounding NDP.

AnHE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframeas part of an HE TB sounding sequence
with a STA Info field addressed toit soliciting SU or MUfeedback shall generate an HE compressed beam-
forming/CQIreport using the feedback type, Ng and codebooksize indicated in the STA Info field. If the HE
beamformee then receives a BFRP Triggerframe with a UserInfo field addressedtoit, the HE beamformee
transmits an HE TB PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report following the rules
defined in 26.5.3.3 (Non-AP STA behavior for UL MUoperation). If the HE NDP Announcementframe has 
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UL MUoperationallows an AP to solicit simultaneous immediate response frames from one or more non-
AP HE STAs. A non-AP HE STAshallfollowthe rules in this subclause for the transmission of response

The HE-LTFfield provides a meansforthe receiver to estimate the MIMO channel betweenthe set of con-
stellation mapperoutputs (or, if STBCis applied, the STBC encoderoutputs) andthe receive chains. In an
HE SUPPDUand HE ER SUPPDU,the transmitter provides training for Nez; space-time streams(spatial
mapperinputs) used for the transmission of the PSDU.In an HE MUPPDU,the transmitter provides train-

ing for Nozs; total Space-time streamsusedforthe transmission of the PSDU(s) in the r-th RU. In an HE TB
PPDU,the transmitterof useruin the r-th RUprovidestraining for Neg,.,, space-time streams usedfor thetransmission of the PSDU.Foreach tone in the r-th RU. the MIMO channel that can be estimated is an

Ney * Nors7total Matrix. An HE transmissionhas a preamblethat contains HE-LTF symbols, where the data
tones of each HE-LTF symbol are multiplied by entries belonging to a matrix Pyg_ptr. to enable channel
estimationat the receiver. The pilot subcarriers of each HE-LTF symbolare multiplied by the entries of a

In an HE SU PPDU, HE MUPPDUand HE ER SU PPDU,the combination of HE-LTF type andGI dura-
tion is indicated in HE-SIG-Afield. In an HE TB PPDU,the combination of HE-LTFtype and GI duration
is indicated in the Triggerframethat triggers the transmission of the PPDU.If an HE PPDUis an HE sound-
ing NDP,the combinations of HE-LTFtypes and GIdurationsarelisted in 27.3.18 (Transmit specification).
If an HE PPDUis an HE TB feedback NDP, the combinations of types and GI durationsare listed in 27.3.4
(HE PPDUformats).

The DL MU-MIMOsteering matrix QO, = [O;9, Oj 1, ---» Qh.n. i can be determined by the beam-. . ~ ~ ser, _
former fsing the beamforming feedback for subcarrier k from beamformee wu, where

Nuser.»— 1 - The feedback report formatis describedin 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamform-
ing Report field) and 9.4.1.66 (HE MUExclusive Beamforming Report field). The steering matrix thatis
computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback from someorall of participating beamformees
might replace the existing steering matrix Q, for the next DL MU-MIMOdatatransmission.

For SU-MIMO beamforming, the steering matrix Q; can be determined from the beamforming feedback
matrix V;, that is sent back to the beamformerbythe beamformee using the compressed beamforming feed-
back matrix format as defined in 19.3.12.3.6 (Compressed beamforming feedback matrix). The feedback
report format is described in 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamforming Reportfield). 
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Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix.

A VHT beamformer shall initiate a sounding feedback sequence by transmitting a VHT NDP
Announcement frame followed by a VHT NDPafter a SIFS. The VHT beamformershall include in the
VHT NDP Announcementframe one STA Info field for each VHT beamformeethat is expected to prepare
VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback andshall identify the VHT beamformee by including the VHT
beamformee’s AID in the AID subfield of the STA Info field. The VHT NDP Announcementframe shall
include at least one STA Info field.

 
A non-AP VHT beamformeethat receives a VHT NDP Announcementframe from a VHT beamformerwith
whichit is associated or has an established DLS or TDLSsessionand that contains the VHT beamformee’s
AID in the AID subfield of a STA Info field that is not the first STA Info field shall transmit its VHT
Compressed Beamforming feedback a SIFSafter receiving a Beamforming Report Poll with RA matching
its MACaddress and a non-bandwidthsignaling TA obtained from the TA field matching the MACaddress
of the VHT beamformer. If the RXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH_IN_NON_HTofthereceived 
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Table 8-281ai—VHT Compressed Beamforming frameAction field format

Order Information

Category 

VHTAction 

VHT MIMOControl(see 8.4.1.47) 

VHT Compressed Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.48)  
MUExclusive Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.49)

The Categoryfieldis set to the value for VHT,specified in Table 8-38.

The VHTActionfieldis set to the value forVHT Compressed Beamforming, specified in Table 8-281ah.

The VHT MIMO Controlfield is always present in the frame. The presence and contents of the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Report field and the MUExclusive Beamforming Reportfield are dependent on
the values of the Feedback Type, Remaining Feedback Segments, and First Feedback Segment subfields of
the VHT MIMOControlfield (see 8.4.1.47, 8.4.1.48, 8.4.1.49, and 9.31.5).

The AvgSNR;in Table 8-53his found by computing the SNR per subcarrier in decibels for the subcarriers
identified in Table 8-53g, and then computing the arithmetic meanof those values. Each SNR value pertone
in streami (before being averaged) correspondsto the SNRassociated with the columni of the beamforming
feedback matrix V determined at the beamformee. Each SNR corresponds to the predicted SNR at the
beamformee whenthe beamformerappliesall columnsof the matrix /. 
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The MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield is used by the VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback (see
8.5.23.2) to carry explicit feedback information in the form of delta SNRs. The information in the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Report field and the MU Exclusive Beamforming Report field canbe used bythe
transmit MU beamformer to determine steering matrices Q, as described in 9.29.3, 20.3.12.3, and
Table 22.3.11.

Meaning

Delta SNR for space-time stream1 for ASNR,scidx(0),1 a8 defined in Equation(8-2)subcarrier k = sscidx(0) 

 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream Ne for ‘ ASNR,.cidx(0), Ne 28 defined in Equation (8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(0) 

Delta SNR for space-time stream1 for . ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) ‘sscidx(1),1 48 defined in Equation (8-2) 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,.cidx(1), Nc 28 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) 
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Field Meaning
 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream1 for ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1) 'sscidx(Ns'—1),1 88 defined in Equation(8-2)
 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,scidx(Ns'— 1), Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1)

  
NOTE—sscidx() is definedin Table 8-53).

In Table 8-53i, Ns’ is the number of subcarriers for which the Delta SNR subfield is sent back to the

beamformer. Table 8-53j shows Ns’, the exact subcarrierindices and their order for which the Delta SNR is
sent back.

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix. 
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The VHT-SIG-Bfield is constructed per-user as follows:
a)
b)

Obtain the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and APEP_LENGTH from the TXVECTOR.

VHI-SIG-B bits: Set the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and VHT-SIG-B Length field as described in
22.3.8.3.6. Add the reserved bits (for SU only) and N,,;; bits of tail. For an NDP set VHT-SIG-B to
the fixed bit pattern for the bandwidth used as described in 22.3.8.3.6.
VHT-SIG-B Bit Repetition: Repeat the VHT-SIG-B bits as a function of CHBANDWIDTH as
defined in 22.3.8.3.6.

BCCencoder: Encode the VHT-SIG-Bfield using BCC at rate R=1/2 as described in 18.3.5.6.
Segment parser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz or noncontiguous 80+80 MHz transmission,
divide the output bits of the BCCencoder into two frequency subblocks as described in 22.3.10.7.
This block is bypassed for 20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.
BCCinterleaver: Interleave as described in 22.3.10.8.

Constellation mapper: Map to a BPSK constellation as defined in 18.3.5.8.

Segment deparser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz transmission, merge the two frequency
subblocks into one frequency segment as described in 22.3.10.9.3. This block is bypassed for
20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz. and 80+80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.

Pilot insertion: Insert pilots following the steps described in 22.3.10.10.

Pyyrrrr Matrix mapping: Apply the mapping of the 1st column of the P,,,7,;,, matrix to the data
subcarniers as described in 22.3.8.3.6. The total number of data and pilot subcarnersis the same as in
the Data field.

CSD: Apply CSDfor each space-time stream and frequency segment as described in 22.3.8.3.2.

Spatial mapping: Applythe O matrix as described in 22.3.10.11.1.
Phase rotation: Applythe appropriate phase rotations for each 20 MHz subchannel as described in
22.3.7.4 and 22.3.7.5.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.
Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI (LONG_GI) and apply windowing as described in
22.3.7.4.

Analog and RF: Up-convert the resulting complex baseband waveform associated with each
transmit chain to an RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit.
Refer to 22.3.7.4 and 22.3.8 for details. 
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The DL-MU-MIMO stecring matrix QO, ~ [Q. 9 QO): Q@ey_-1] can be determined by the
beamformer using the beamforming feedback matrices for subcarrierkfrom beamformee v, V,.,, and SNR
informationfor subcarrier k from beamformee u, SNR, ,, Where u = 0, 1, ...,V,,5¢,— 1. The steering matrix
that is computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback matrices and new SNR information from
someorall of participating beamformees mightreplace the existing steering matrix Q,for the next DL-MU-
MIMOdata transmission. The beamformee group for the MUtransmissionis signaled using the Group ID
field in VIIT-SIG-A (see 22.3.8.3.3 and 22.3.11.4).

Uponreceipt of a VHT NDP sounding PPDU,the beamformeeshall remove the space-time stream CSD in
Table 22-11 from the measured channel before computing a set of matrices for feedback to the beamformer.
The beamforming feedback matrix, V;,,,. found by the beamformeew for subcarrier k shall be compressedin
the form of angles using the method described in 20.3.12.3.6. The angles, g(k,v) and y(k,u), are quantized
according to Table 8-53e. The numberofbits for quantization is chosen by the beamformee, based onthe
indication fromthe beamformeras to whetherthe feedback is requested for SU-MIMO beamforming or DL-
MU-MIMObeamforming. The compressed beamforming feedback using 20.3.12.3.6 is the only Clause 22
beamforming feedback formatdefined.

The beamformee shall generate the beamforming feedback matrices with the numberof rows (Nr) equal to
the Ngzs of the NDP.

After receiving the angle information, ¢(k,u) and y(k,u), the beamformerreconstructs V;.,, using Equation
(20-79). For SU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer can use this V;9 matrix to determinethe steering
matrix Q;. For DL-MU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer may calculate a steering matrix
Ox = [Qo Qx1>---> Gen,1] using My, and SNR,,, (0<u<N,,,,—1) in order to suppress crosstalk
betweenparticipating beamformees. The method usedbythe beamformerto calculate the steering matrix QO;
is implementation specific. 
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Transmit beamforming and DL MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channelstate to compute a steering
matrix that is appliedto the transmit signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. HE STAsuse the
HE sounding protocol to determine the channel state information. The HE sounding protocol provides
explicit feedback mechanisms, defined as HE non-trigger-based (non-TB) sounding and HEtrigger-based
(TB) sounding, where the HE beamformee measures the channelusing a training signal(i.e., an HE sound-
ing NDP) transmitted by the HE beamformerand sends back a transformedestimate of the channelstate.
The HE beamformerusesthis estimate to derive the steering matrix.

The HE beamformeereturmsanestimate of the channel state in an HE compressed beamforming/CQIreport
carried in one or more HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frames. There are three types of HE compressed
beamforming/CQIreport:

An HE beamformee that receives an HE NDP Announcementframe from an HE beamformerwith whichit
is associated andthat contains the HE beamformee's MACaddress in the RA field andalso receives an HE

sounding NDPa SIFSafter the HE NDP Announcementframeshall transmit its HE compressed beamform-
 ing/CQIreport a SIFS after the HE sounding NDP. The TXVECTORparameter CHBANDWIDTHforthe

PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report shall be set to indicate a bandwidth not
widerthanthat indicated by the RXVECTORparameter CH_BANDWIDTHofthe HE sounding NDP. 
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AnHE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframeas part of an HE TB sounding sequence
with a STA Info field addressed toit soliciting SU or MUfeedback shall generate an HE compressed beam-
forming/CQIreport using the feedback type, Ng and codebooksize indicated in the STA Info field. If the HE
beamformee then receives a BFRP Triggerframe with a UserInfo field addressedtoit, the HE beamformee
transmits an HE TB PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report following the rules
defined in 26.5.3.3 (Non-AP STA behavior for UL MUoperation). If the HE NDP Announcementframe has

UL MUoperationallows an AP to solicit simultaneous immediate response frames from one or more non-
AP HE STAs. A non-AP HE STAshallfollowthe rules in this subclause for the transmission of response

UL MU-MIMOis a technique to allow multiple STAsto transmit simultaneously over the same frequency
resource to the receiver. The concept is very similar to SU-MIMO where multiple space-time streams are
transmitted simultaneously over the same frequencyresourceutilizing spatial multiplexing through multiple
antennasat the transmitter and receiver. The keydifference from SU-MIMOisthat in UL MU-MIMO,the
transmitted streams originate from multiple STAs.

The HE-LTFfield provides a meansforthe receiver to estimate the MIMO channel betweenthe set of con-
stellation mapperoutputs (or, if STBCis applied, the STBC encoderoutputs) andthe receive chains. In an
HE SUPPDUand HE ER SUPPDU,the transmitter provides training for Nez; space-time streams(spatial
mapperinputs) used for the transmission of the PSDU.In an HE MUPPDU,the transmitter provides train-

ing for Nozs; total Space-time streamsusedforthe transmission of the PSDU(s) in the r-th RU. In an HE TB
PPDU,the transmitterof useruin the r-th RUprovidestraining for Neg,.,, space-time streams usedfor thetransmission of the PSDU.Foreach tone in the r-th RU. the MIMO channel that can be estimated is an

Ney * Nors7total Matrix. An HE transmissionhas a preamblethat contains HE-LTF symbols, where the data
tones of each HE-LTF symbol are multiplied by entries belonging to a matrix Pyg_ptr. to enable channel
estimationat the receiver. The pilot subcarriers of each HE-LTF symbolare multiplied by the entries of a

In an HE SU PPDU, HE MUPPDUand HE ER SU PPDU,the combination of HE-LTF type andGI dura-
tion is indicated in HE-SIG-Afield. In an HE TB PPDU,the combination of HE-LTFtype and GI duration
is indicated in the Triggerframethat triggers the transmission of the PPDU.If an HE PPDUis an HE sound-
ing NDP,the combinations of HE-LTFtypes and GIdurationsarelisted in 27.3.18 (Transmit specification).
If an HE PPDUis an HE TB feedback NDP, the combinations of types and GI durationsare listed in 27.3.4
(HE PPDUformats). 
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The DL MU-MIMOsteering matrix OQ, = [Q, 9. Oj 1. ---. Q, _;] can be determined by the beam-
former fsing the beamforming feedback for subcarrier’ k from beamformee u, where

Nuser.»— 1 - The feedback report formatis describedin 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamform-
ing Report field) and 9.4.1.66 (HE MUExclusive Beamforming Report field). The steering matrix thatis
computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback from someorall of participating beamformees
might replace the existing steering matrix Q, for the next DL MU-MIMOdatatransmission.

For SU-MIMO beamforming, the steering matrix Q; can be determined from the beamforming feedback
matrix V;, that is sent back to the beamformerbythe beamformee using the compressed beamforming feed-
back matrix format as defined in 19.3.12.3.6 (Compressed beamforming feedback matrix). The feedback
report format is described in 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamforming Reportfield).

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix.

A VHT beamformer shall initiate a sounding feedback sequence by transmitting a VHT NDP
Announcement frame followed by a VHT NDPafter a SIFS. The VHT beamformershall include in the
VHT NDP Announcementframe one STA Info field for each VHT beamformeethat is expected to prepare
VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback andshall identify the VHT beamformee by including the VHT
beamformee’s AID in the AID subfield of the STA Info field. The VHT NDP Announcementframe shall
include at least one STA Info field.
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A non-AP VHT beamformeethat receives a VHT NDP Announcementframe from a VHT beamformerwith
whichit is associated or has an established DLS or TDLSsessionand that contains the VHT beamformee’s
AID in the AID subfield of a STA Info field that is not the first STA Info field shall transmit its VHT
Compressed Beamforming feedback a SIFSafter receiving a Beamforming Report Poll with RA matching
its MACaddress and a non-bandwidthsignaling TA obtained from the TA field matching the MACaddress
of the VHT beamformer. If the RXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH_IN_NON_HTofthereceived

Table 8-281ai—VHT Compressed Beamforming frameAction field format

Order Information

Category 

VHTAction 

VHT MIMOControl(see 8.4.1.47) 

VHT Compressed Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.48) 

MUExclusive Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.49)
 

The Categoryfieldis set to the value for VHT,specified in Table 8-38.

The VHTActionfieldis set to the value forVHT Compressed Beamforming, specified in Table 8-281ah.

The VHT MIMO Controlfield is always present in the frame. The presence and contents of the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Report field and the MUExclusive Beamforming Reportfield are dependent on
the values of the Feedback Type, Remaining Feedback Segments, and First Feedback Segment subfields of
the VHT MIMOControlfield (see 8.4.1.47, 8.4.1.48, 8.4.1.49, and 9.31.5).

The AvgSNR;in Table 8-53his found by computing the SNR per subcarrier in decibels for the subcarriers
identified in Table 8-53g, and then computing the arithmetic meanof those values. Each SNR value pertone
in streami (before being averaged) correspondsto the SNRassociated with the columni of the beamforming
feedback matrix V determined at the beamformee. Each SNR corresponds to the predicted SNR at the
beamformee whenthe beamformerappliesall columnsof the matrix /. 
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The MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield is used by the VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback (see
8.5.23.2) to carry explicit feedback information in the form of delta SNRs. The information in the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Report field and the MU Exclusive Beamforming Report field canbe used bythe
transmit MU beamformer to determine steering matrices Q, as described in 9.29.3, 20.3.12.3, and
Table 22.3.11.

Meaning

Delta SNR for space-time stream1 for ASNR,scidx(0),1 a8 defined in Equation(8-2)subcarrier k = sscidx(0) 

 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream Ne for ‘ ASNR,.cidx(0), Ne 28 defined in Equation (8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(0) 

Delta SNR for space-time stream1 for . ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) ‘sscidx(1),1 48 defined in Equation (8-2) 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,.cidx(1), Nc 28 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) 
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Field Meaning
 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream1 for ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1) 'sscidx(Ns'—1),1 88 defined in Equation(8-2)
 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,scidx(Ns'— 1), Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1)

  
NOTE—sscidx() is definedin Table 8-53).

In Table 8-53i, Ns’ is the number of subcarriers for which the Delta SNR subfield is sent back to the

beamformer. Table 8-53j shows Ns’, the exact subcarrierindices and their order for which the Delta SNR is
sent back.

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix. 
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The VHT-SIG-Bfield is constructed per-user as follows:
a)
b)

Obtain the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and APEP_LENGTH from the TXVECTOR.

VHI-SIG-B bits: Set the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and VHT-SIG-B Length field as described in
22.3.8.3.6. Add the reserved bits (for SU only) and N,,;; bits of tail. For an NDP set VHT-SIG-B to
the fixed bit pattern for the bandwidth used as described in 22.3.8.3.6.
VHT-SIG-B Bit Repetition: Repeat the VHT-SIG-B bits as a function of CHBANDWIDTH as
defined in 22.3.8.3.6.

BCCencoder: Encode the VHT-SIG-Bfield using BCC at rate R=1/2 as described in 18.3.5.6.
Segment parser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz or noncontiguous 80+80 MHz transmission,
divide the output bits of the BCCencoder into two frequency subblocks as described in 22.3.10.7.
This block is bypassed for 20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.
BCCinterleaver: Interleave as described in 22.3.10.8.

Constellation mapper: Map to a BPSK constellation as defined in 18.3.5.8.

Segment deparser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz transmission, merge the two frequency
subblocks into one frequency segment as described in 22.3.10.9.3. This block is bypassed for
20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz. and 80+80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.

Pilot insertion: Insert pilots following the steps described in 22.3.10.10.

Pyyrrrr Matrix mapping: Apply the mapping of the 1st column of the P,,,7,;,, matrix to the data
subcarniers as described in 22.3.8.3.6. The total number of data and pilot subcarnersis the same as in
the Data field.

CSD: Apply CSDfor each space-time stream and frequency segment as described in 22.3.8.3.2.

Spatial mapping: Applythe O matrix as described in 22.3.10.11.1.
Phase rotation: Applythe appropriate phase rotations for each 20 MHz subchannel as described in
22.3.7.4 and 22.3.7.5.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.
Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI (LONG_GI) and apply windowing as described in
22.3.7.4.

Analog and RF: Up-convert the resulting complex baseband waveform associated with each
transmit chain to an RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit.
Refer to 22.3.7.4 and 22.3.8 for details. 
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The DL-MU-MIMO stecring matrix QO, ~ [Q. 9 QO): Q@ey_-1] can be determined by the
beamformer using the beamforming feedback matrices for subcarrier & from beamformee wu, V;,,, and SNR
informationfor subcarrier k from beamformee u, SNR, ,, Where u = 0, 1, ...,V,,5¢,— 1. The steering matrix
that is computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback matrices and new SNR information from
someorall of participating beamformees mightreplace the existing steering matrix Q,for the next DL-MU-
MIMOdata transmission. The beamformee group for the MUtransmissionis signaled using the Group ID
field in VIIT-SIG-A (see 22.3.8.3.3 and 22.3.11.4).

Uponreceipt of a VHT NDP sounding PPDU,the beamformeeshall remove the space-time stream CSD in
Table 22-11 from the measured channel before computing a set of matrices for feedback to the beamformer.
The beamforming feedback matrix, V;,,,. found by the beamformeew for subcarrier k shall be compressedin
the form of angles using the method described in 20.3.12.3.6. The angles, g(k,v) and y(k,u), are quantized
according to Table 8-53e. The numberofbits for quantization is chosen by the beamformee, based onthe
indication fromthe beamformeras to whetherthe feedback is requested for SU-MIMO beamforming or DL-
MU-MIMObeamforming. The compressed beamforming feedback using 20.3.12.3.6 is the only Clause 22
beamforming feedback formatdefined.

The beamformee shall generate the beamforming feedback matrices with the numberof rows (Nr) equal to
the Ngzs of the NDP.

After receiving the angle information, ¢(k,u) and y(k,u), the beamformerreconstructs V;.,, using Equation
(20-79). For SU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer can use this V;9 matrix to determinethe steering
matrix Q;. For DL-MU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer may calculate a steering matrix
Ox = [Qo Qx1>---> Gen,1] using My, and SNR,,, (0<u<N,,,,—1) in order to suppress crosstalk
betweenparticipating beamformees. The method usedbythe beamformerto calculate the steering matrix QO;
is implementation specific. 
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IPLOCEeSsSOr

This subclause provides the procedure by which PSDUsare converted to and fromtransmissions on the
wireless medium.

During transmission, a PSDU(in the SUcase) or one or more PSDUs(in the MUcase)are processed(i.e.,
scrambled and coded) and appendedto the PHY preamble to create the PPDU.Atthe receiver, the PHYpre-
amble is processedto aid in the detection, demodulation, and delivery of the PSDU.

DL MUtransmission allows an AP to simultaneously transmit information to more than one non-AP STA.
For a DL MUtransmission, the AP uses the HE MU PPDUformat and employs either DL OFDMA, DL
MU-MIMO,ora mixture of both. UL MUtransmissionallows an AP to simultaneouslyreceive information
from more than one non-AP STA. UL MUtransmissions are preceded bya Trigger frame ora frame carry-
ing a TRS Controlkubfield from the AP. The non-AP STAstransmit using the HE TB PPDUformat and
employeither UL OFDMA, UL MU-MIMO,ora mixtureofboth. 
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UL MU-MIMOis a technique to allow multiple STAsto transmit simultaneously over the same frequency
resource to the receiver. The concept is very similar to SU-MIMO where multiple space-time streams are
transmitted simultaneously over the same frequencyresourceutilizing spatial multiplexing through multiple
antennasat the transmitter and receiver. The keydifference from SU-MIMOisthat in UL MU-MIMO,the
transmitted streams originate from multiple STAs.
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Nrx Transmit Chains

The peruserdata is combinedas follows:

Spatial mapping: The QO matrix is applied as describedin 27.3.11.14 (OFDMmodulation). The com-
bining ofall user data of an RUis doneinthis block.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.

Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI determined by the TXVECTORparameter GI_TYPE
and apply windowingas described in 27.3.9 (Mathematical descriptionof signals).

Analog and RF: Upconvertthe resulting complex baseband waveformwitheachtransmit chainto an
RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit. Refer to 27.3.9
(Mathematical description of signals) and 27.3.10 (HE preamble) fordetails. 
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The receiverasrecited in eceiver as recited in , wherein thefirst signal]
Wherein the first signal transmission andji™transmission and the second signal transmission comprise electromagnetic signals
the second signal transmission comprisefi™comprising one or more transmission peaks and one or more transmission nulls.
electromagnetic signals comprising one
lor more transmission peaks and one o en s

vs electromagnetic signals comprising one ormore transmission nulls. : .
more transmission peaks and one or more transmission nulls

eceiver as recited in , wherein the content|

comprises data configured to be used by the remote station to modify the placement o
lone or more transmission peaks and one or more transmission nulls in a subsequent
signal transmission. 
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electromagnetic signals comprising one or
imore transmission peaks and one or more transmission nulls|

The receiver as recited in eceiver as recited in , wherein the set 0
wherein the set of weighting valuesis| weighting valuesis further based on one or moreof: a transmit powerlevel, a data
further based on one or moreof:al transmit rate, an antenna direction, quality of service data, or timing data.
transmit powerlevel, a data transmit rate,
lan antennadirection, quality of service
data, or timing data,

The beamforming feedback matrix V is formedby the beamformeeas follows. The beamformertransmits an

NDPwith Nozsypp space-timestreams, where Ngzsypp takesa value between2 and8. Based onthis NDP,
the beamformee estimates the Neyprez * Nstsnpp channel, and based on that channel it determines a
Nr x Ne orthogonal matrix V, where Nr and Nesatisfy Equation (9-1). Neygreg is the numberofreceiver
chains used to receive the NDP at the beamformee. 
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The beamforming feedback matrix, V;,,,, found by the beamformee wufor subcarrier k in RU rshall be com-
pressed in the form of angles using the method described in 19.3.12.3.6 (Compressed beamforming feed-
back matrix). The angles, ¢(k,u) and w(k,u), are quantized according to Table 9-68 (Quantizationof angles).
The numberofbits for quantization, tone grouping factor, and the numberofcolumnsin the HE compressed
beamforming feedback are set by the HE beamformerif the HE NDP Announcementframe contains more
than one STAInfo fieldthat has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047. The numberofbits for quantiza-
tion, tone grouping factor, and the numberof columns in the HE compressed beamforming feedback are
determined by the beamformee onlyif the HE NDP Announcementframe contains a single STA Infofield
that has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047. The compressed beamforming feedback matrix as
defined in 19.3.12.3.6 (Compressed beamforming feedback matrix) is the only Clause 27 (High Efficiency
(HE) PHYspecification) beamforming feedback matrix defined.

iseg)
Q,.,, is the spatial mapping matrix for user u on subcarrierk in frequency segmentis,,. For HE modu-

Useg) . . .
lated fields, O,(° is a matrix with Nyy rows and Ngzg,.,, columns. For pre-HE modulated

(isge) ‘ = - :
fields, O,“* is a column vector with Nzy elements with element i;y being

- Irx. Inx = a. -

exp(—j27kAppreweTes). Where TZg represents the cyclic shift for the transmitter chain
whose valuesare defined in 27.3.10.2.1 (Cyclic shift for pre-HE modulatedfields).

A methodin a wireless

communications system, the method 
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The HE PHYsupports OFDMAtransmissions, both in the DL and the UL where different users can occupy
different RUs in a PPDU(see 27.3.9 (Mathematical description ofsignals)). The transmission within an RU
in a PPDUmaybesingle streamto oneuser, spatially multiplexed to one user (SU-MIMO),orspatially mul-
tiplexed to multiple users (MU-MIMO). Note that the VHT PHYsupports only full bandwidth DL MU-
MIMOasdescribed in 21.3.11 (SU-MIMOand DL-MU-MIMOBeamforming).

tured. The numberof users in the MU-MIMOgroupis indicated in the Number Of HE-SIG-B Symbols Or
MU-MIMOUsersfield in HE-SIG-A. The allocated spatial streams for each user and the total numberof
spatial streams are indicated in the Spatial Configuration field of User field in HE-SIG-B containing the
STA-ID of the designated MU-MIMO STA as defined in Table 27-29 (Spatial Configuration subfield
encoding).

If there is only one Userfield (see Table 27-27 (Userfield format for a non-MU-MIMOallocation)) for an
RUin the HE-SIG-B content channel, then the numberofspatial streams for the user in the RUis indicated
bythe NSTSfieldin the Userfield.

If there is more than one Userfield (see Table 27-28 (Userfield for an MU-MIMOallocation)) for an RUin
the HE-SIG-B content channel, then the numberof allocated spatial streams for each userin the RUisindi-
cated by the Spatial Configuration field of the User field in HE-SIG-B. Note that for an RU with 484 or

UL MUtransmissions are preceded by a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control subfield from the
AP. The Trigger frame or frame carrying the TRS Control subfield indicates the parameters, such as the
duration of the HE TB PPDU,RUallocation, target RSSI and MCS (see 9.3.1.22 (Trigger frame format),
9.2.4.6a.1 (TRS Control) and 26.5.3.3 (Non-AP STA behavior for UL MU operation)), required to transmit
an HE TB PPDU. 
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The HE-SIG-B field provides the OFDMA and DL MU-MIMOresourceallocation informationto allowthe
STAsto look up the corresponding resourcesto be used inthe data portionof the frame. Theintegerfields of
the HE-SIG-Bfield are transmitted in unsigned binary format, LSB first, where the LSB is in the lowest
numberedbit position.

SU-MIMO and DL MU-MIMObeamforming are techniques used by a STA with multiple antennas (the
beamformer) to steer signals using knowledge of the channel to improve throughput. With SU-MIMO
beamformingall space-time streamsin the transmitted signal are intended forreceptionat a single STA in an

RU. With DL MU-MIMObeamfonmning,disjoint subsets of the space-time streams are intended for recep-
tionat different STAs in an RUofsize greater than or equal to 106-tones.

The User Specific field consists of multiple Userfields. The Userfields follow the Commonfield of HE-
SIG-B. The RUAllocationfield in the Commonfield and the position of the Userfield in the User Specific
field together identify the RUusedto transmit a STA’s data. Multiple RUs addressedto a single STA shall

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for which receptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformedestimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix. 
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A VHT beamformer shall initiate a sounding feedback sequence by transmitting a VHT NDP
Announcement frame followed by a VHT NDPafter a SIFS. The VHT beamformershall include in the
VHT NDP Announcementframe one STA Infofield for each VHT beamformeethat is expected to prepare
VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback and shall identify the VHT beamformee byincluding the VHT
beamformee’s AID in the AID subfield of the STA Info field. The VHT NDP Announcementframe shall
include at least one STA Info field.

A non-AP VHTbeamformee that receives a VHT NDP Announcementframe from a VHT beamformer with
whichit is associated or has an established DLS or TDLSsessionandthat contains the VHT beamformee’s
AID in the AID subfield of a STA Info field that is not the first STA Info field shall transmit its VHT

Compressed Beamforming feedback a SIFS after receiving a Beamforming Report Poll with RA matching
its MAC address and a non-bandwidthsignaling TA obtained fromthe TA field matching the MACaddress
of the VHT beamformer. If the RXVECTOR parameter CHBANDWIDTH_IN_NON_HTofthe received

The VHT Compressed Beamforming frame is an Action No Ack frame of category VHT. The Actionfield
of a VHT Compressed Beamforming frame contains the information shownin Table 8-28 Lai.

Table 8-281ai—VHT Compressed Beamforming frame Action field format

Order Information

Category 

VHTAction 

VHT MIMOControl(see 8.4.1.47) 

VHT Compressed Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.48)  
MUExclusive Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.49)

The VHT MIMOControl field is always present in the frame. The presence and contents of the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Reportfield and the MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield are dependent on
the values of the Feedback Type, Remaining Feedback Segments, and First Feedback Segmentsubfields of
the VHT MIMOControlfield (see 8.4.1.47, 8.4.1.48, 8.4.1.49, and 9.31.5). 
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The AvgSNR;in Table 8-53his found by computing the SNR per subcarrier in decibels for the subcarriers
identified in Table 8-53g, and then computing the arithmetic meanof those values. Each SNR value pertone
in streami (before being averaged) correspondsto the SNRassociated with the columni of the beamforming
feedback matrix V determined at the beamformee. Each SNR corresponds to the predicted SNR at the
beamformee whenthe beamformerappliesall columnsof the matrix /.

The MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield is used by the VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback (see
8.5.23.2) to carry explicit feedback information in the form of delta SNRs. The information in the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Reportfield and the MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield canbe used bythe
transmit MU beamformer to determine steering matrices Q, as described in 9.29.3, 20.3.12.3, and
Table 22.3.11. 
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Delta SNR forspace-time stream1 for
subcarrierk = sscidx(0)

Meaning

ASNR,sciax(0),1 8 defined in Equation(8-2) 

 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream Ne for
subcarrierk = sscidx(0)

ASNR,.ciax(0), Ne 28 defined in Equation(8-2)
 

Delta SNR for space-time stream1 for
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) ASNR,.ciax(1),1 8 defined in Equation(8-2) 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for
subcarrierk = sscidx(1)

ASNR,.ciax(1),Ne 28 defined in Equation(8-2)
 

  
 
 

Field Meaning
 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream1 for ASNR sciax(ns' ~1),1 a8 defined in Equation(8-2)subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1) 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1)

sscidx(Ns'—1),Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
  

NOTE—sscidx() is definedin Table 8-53).

In Table 8-53i, Ns’ is the number of subcarriers for which the Delta SNR subfield is sent back to the

beamformer. Table 8-53j shows Ns’, the exact subcarrierindices and their order for which the Delta SNR is
sent back. 
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Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix.
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The VHT-SIG-Bfield is constructed per-user as follows:
a)
v)

Obtain the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and APEP_LENGTH from the TXVECTOR.

VHI-SIG-B bits: Set the VHT-MCS (for MU only) and VHT-SIG-B Length field as described in
22.3.8.3.6. Add the reserved bits (for SU only) and N,,;; bits of tail. For an NDP set VHT-SIG-B to
the fixed bit pattern for the bandwidth used as described in 22.3.8.3.6.
VHT-SIG-B Bit Repetition: Repeat the VHT-SIG-B bits as a function of CHBANDWIDTH as
defined in 22.3.8.3.6.

BCCencoder: Encode the VHT-SIG-Bfield using BCCat rate R=1/2 as described in 18.3.5.6.

Segment parser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz or noncontiguous 80+80 MHz transmission,
divide the output bits of the BCCencoder into two frequency subblocks as described in 22.3.10.7.
This block is bypassed for 20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.
BCCinterleaver: Interleave as described in 22.3.10.8.

Constellation mapper: Map to a BPSK constellation as defined in 18.3.5.8.
Segment deparser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz transmission, merge the two frequency
subblocks into one frequency segment as described in 22.3.10.9.3. This block is bypassed for
20 MHz. 40 MHz, 80 MHz. and 80+80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.

Pilot insertion: Insert pilots following the steps described in 22.3.10.10.

Pyyrirr Matrix mapping: Apply the mapping of the 1st column of the P,,7,7, matrix to the data
subcarniers as described in 22.3.8.3.6. The total number ofdata and pilot subcarriers is the same as in
the Data field.

CSD: Apply CSDfor each space-time stream and frequency segment as described in 22.3.8.3.2.

Spatial mapping: Applythe O matrix as described in 22.3.10.11.1.
Phase rotation: Applythe appropriate phase rotations for each 20 MHz subchannel as described in
22.3.7.4 and 22.3.7.5.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.
Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI (LONG_GI) and apply windowing as described in
22.3.7.4.

Analog and RF: Up-convert the resulting complex baseband waveform associated with each
transmit chain to an RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit.
Refer to 22.3.7.4 and 22.3.8 for details. 
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The DL-MU-MIMO steering matnx QO, - [Og Opp --Qny -)] can be determmed by the
beamformer using the beamforming feedback matrices for subcarrier from beamformee1, Vi, and SNR
information for subcarrier k from beamformee uw, SNR,,, Where v = 0,1, ...,.Nisor— 1. Lhe steering matrix
that is computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback matrices and new SNR information from
someorall of participating beamformees mightreplace the existing steering matrix Q, for the next DL-MU-
MIMOdata transmission. The beamformee group for the MU transmission is signaled using the Group ID
field in VHT-SIG-A(see 22.3.8.3.3 and 22.3.11.4).

Uponreceipt of a VHT NDP sounding PPDU,the beamformeeshall remove the space-time stream CSD in
Table 22-11 from the measured channel before computing a set of matrices for feedback to the beamformer.
The beamforming feedback matrix, V;,,,. found by the beamformeew for subcarrier k shall be compressedin
the form of angles using the method described in 20.3.12.3.6. The angles, g(k,v) and y(k,u), are quantized
according to Table 8-53e. The numberofbits for quantization is chosen by the beamformee, based onthe
indication fromthe beamformeras to whetherthe feedback is requested for SU-MIMO beamforming or DL-
MU-MIMObeamforming. The compressed beamforming feedback using 20.3.12.3.6 is the only Clause 22
beamforming feedback formatdefined.

The beamformee shall generate the beamforming feedback matrices with the numberof rows (Nr) equal to
the Ngzs of the NDP.

After receiving the angle information, ¢(k,u) and y(k,u), the beamformerreconstructs V;.,, using Equation
(20-79). For SU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer can use this V;9 matrix to determinethe steering
matrix Q;. For DL-MU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer may calculate a steering matrix
Ox = [Ox 0 Qe ts ---> Opn -1] using Vz,, and SNR;(0<u<N,,,,—1) in orderto suppress crosstalk
betweenparticipating beamformees. The method usedbythe beamformerto calculate the steering matrix QO;
is implementation specific. 
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Transmit beamforming and DL MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is appliedto the transmit signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. HE STAsuse the
HE sounding protocol to determine the channel state information. The HE sounding protocol provides
explicit feedback mechanisms, defined as HE non-trigger-based (non-TB) sounding and HEtrigger-based
(TB) sounding, where the HE beamformee measures the channel usingatraining signal (i.e., an HE sound-
ing NDP)transmitted by the HE beamformerand sends back a transformed estimate of the channelstate.
The HE beamformerusesthis estimate to derive the steering matrix.

The HE beamformeereturnsanestimate of the channelstate in an HE compressed beamforming/CQIreport
carried in one or more HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frames. There are three types of HE compressed
beamforming/CQIreport:

An HE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframe from an HE beamformerwith whichit
is associated andthat contains the HE beamformee's MACaddress in the RAfield and also receives an HE

sounding NDP a SIFSafter the HE NDP Announcementframeshall transmit its HE compressed beamform-
ing/CQI report a SIFS after the HE sounding NDP. The TXVECTORparameter CHBANDWIDTHforthe
PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report shall be set to indicate a bandwidth not
widerthanthat indicated by the RXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTHofthe HE sounding NDP.

AnHE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframeas part of an HE TB sounding sequence
with a STA Info field addressed toit soliciting SU or MUfeedback shall generate an HE compressed beam-
forming/CQIreport using the feedback type, Ng and codebooksize indicated in the STA Info field. If the HE
beamformee then receives a BFRP Triggerframe with a UserInfo field addressedtoit, the HE beamformee
transmits an HE TB PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report following the rules
defined in 26.5.3.3 (Non-AP STA behavior for UL MUoperation). If the HE NDP Announcementframe has

UL MUoperationallows an AP to solicit simultaneous immediate response frames from one or more non-
AP HE STAs. A non-AP HESTAshall followthe rules in this subclause for the transmission of 
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The HE-LTFfield provides a meansforthe receiver to estimate the MIMO channel betweenthe set of con-
stellation mapperoutputs (or, if STBCis applied, the STBC encoderoutputs) andthe receive chains. In an
HE SUPPDUand HE ER SUPPDU,the transmitter provides training for Nez; space-time streams(spatial
mapperinputs) used for the transmission of the PSDU.In an HE MUPPDU,the transmitter provides train-

ing for Nozs; total Space-time streamsusedforthe transmission of the PSDU(s) in the r-th RU. In an HE TB
PPDU,the transmitterof user w in the r-th RUprovidestraining for Ng7g,.,, space-time streamsusedfor thetransmission of the PSDU.Foreach tone in the r-th RU. the MIMO channel that can be estimated is an

Ney * Nors7 total Matrix. An HE transmissionhas a preamblethat contains HE-LTF symbols, where the data
tones of each HE-LTF symbol are multiplied by entries belonging to a matrix Pyg_ptr. to enable channel
estimationat the receiver. The pilot subcarriers of each HE-LTF symbolare multiplied by the entries of a

In an HE SU PPDU, HE MUPPDUand HE ER SU PPDU,the combination of HE-LTF type andGI dura-
tion is indicated in HE-SIG-Afield. In an HE TB PPDU,the combination of HE-LTFtype and GI duration
is indicated in the Triggerframethat triggers the transmission of the PPDU.If an HE PPDUis an HE sound-
ing NDP,the combinations of HE-LTFtypes and GIdurationsarelisted in 27.3.18 (Transmit specification).
If an HE PPDUis an HE TB feedback NDP, the combinations of types and GI durationsare listed in 27.3.4
(HE PPDUformats).

The DL MU-MIMOsteering matrix QO, = [O;9, Oj 1. ---» 2 _;] can be determined by the beam-
former fsing the beamforming feedback for subcarrier k from beamformee wu, where
u = 0,1, Nuser.»— 1 - The feedback report formatis describedin 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamform-
ing Report field) and 9.4.1.66 (HE MUExclusive Beamforming Report field). The steering matrix thatis
computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback from someorall of participating beamformees
might replace the existing steering matrix Q, for the next DL MU-MIMOdatatransmission.

For SU-MIMO beamforming, the steering matrix Q; can be determined from the beamforming feedback
matrix V;, that is sent back to the beamformerbythe beamformee using the compressed beamforming feed-
back matrix format as defined in 19.3.12.3.6 (Compressed beamforming feedback matrix). The feedback
report format is described in 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamforming Reportfield). 
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Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix.

A VHT beamformer shall initiate a sounding feedback sequence by transmitting a VHT NDP
Announcement frame followed by a VHT NDPafter a SIFS. The VHT beamformershall include in the
VHT NDP Announcementframe one STA Info field for each VHT beamformeethat is expected to prepare
VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback andshall identify the VHT beamformee by including the VHT
beamformee’s AID in the AID subfield of the STA Info field. The VHT NDP Announcementframe shall
include at least one STA Info field.

 
A non-AP VHT beamformeethat receives a VHT NDP Announcementframe from a VHT beamformerwith
whichit is associated or has an established DLS or TDLSsessionand that contains the VHT beamformee’s
AID in the AID subfield of a STA Info field that is not the first STA Info field shall transmit its VHT
Compressed Beamforming feedback a SIFSafter receiving a Beamforming Report Poll with RA matching
its MACaddress and a non-bandwidthsignaling TA obtained from the TA field matching the MACaddress
of the VHT beamformer. If the RXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH_IN_NON_HTofthereceived 
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Table 8-281ai—VHT Compressed Beamforming frameAction field format

Order Information

Category

 

 

VHTAction 

VHT MIMOControl(see 8.4.1.47) 

VHT Compressed Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.48)  
MUExclusive Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.49)

The Categoryfieldis set to the value for VHT,specified in Table 8-38.

The VHTActionfieldis set to the value forVHT Compressed Beamforming, specified in Table 8-281ah.

The VHT MIMO Controlfield is always present in the frame. The presence and contents of the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Report field and the MUExclusive Beamforming Reportfield are dependent on
the values of the Feedback Type, Remaining Feedback Segments, and First Feedback Segment subfields of
the VHT MIMOControlfield (see 8.4.1.47, 8.4.1.48, 8.4.1.49, and 9.31.5).

The AvgSNR;in Table 8-53his found by computing the SNR per subcarrier in decibels for the subcarriers
identified in Table 8-53g, and then computing the arithmetic meanof those values. Each SNR value pertone
in streami (before being averaged) correspondsto the SNRassociated with the columni of the beamforming
feedback matrix V determined at the beamformee. Each SNR corresponds to the predicted SNR at the
beamformee whenthe beamformerappliesall columnsof the matrix /. 
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The MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield is used by the VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback (see
8.5.23.2) to carry explicit feedback information in the form of delta SNRs. The information in the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Reportfield and the MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield canbe used bythe
transmit MU beamformer to determine steering matrices Q, as described in 9.29.3, 20.3.12.3, and
Table 22.3.11.

Meaning

Delta SNR forspace-time stream 1 for ASNR,sciax(0),1 8 defined in Equation(8-2)subcarrierk = sscidx(0) 

 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream Ne for ASNR,.ciax(0), Ne 28 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrierk = sscidx(0) 

Delta SNR for space-time stream 1 for ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) sscidx(1),1 48 defined in Equation(8-2)
 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,sciax( 1), Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrierk = sscidx(1) 
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Field Meaning 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream1 for ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1) 'sscidx(Ns'—1),1 88 defined in Equation(8-2) 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,scidx(Ns'— 1), Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
  

subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1)

NOTE—sscidx() is definedin Table 8-53).

In Table 8-53i, Ns’ is the number of subcarriers for which the Delta SNR subfield is sent back to the

beamformer. Table 8-53j shows Ns’, the exact subcarrierindices and their order for which the Delta SNR is
sent back.

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix. 
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The VHT-SIG-Bfield is constructed per-user as follows:
a)
b)

Obtain the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and APEP_LENGTH from the TXVECTOR.

VHI-SIG-B bits: Set the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and VHT-SIG-B Length field as described in
22.3.8.3.6. Add the reserved bits (for SU only) and N,,;; bits of tail. For an NDP set VHT-SIG-B to
the fixed bit pattern for the bandwidth used as described in 22.3.8.3.6.
VHT-SIG-B Bit Repetition: Repeat the VHT-SIG-B bits as a function of CHBANDWIDTH as
defined in 22.3.8.3.6.

BCCencoder: Encode the VHT-SIG-Bfield using BCC at rate R=1/2 as described in 18.3.5.6.
Segment parser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz or noncontiguous 80+80 MHz transmission,
divide the output bits of the BCCencoder into two frequency subblocks as described in 22.3.10.7.
This block is bypassed for 20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.
BCCinterleaver: Interleave as described in 22.3.10.8.

Constellation mapper: Map to a BPSK constellation as defined in 18.3.5.8.

Segment deparser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz transmission, merge the two frequency
subblocks into one frequency segment as described in 22.3.10.9.3. This block is bypassed for
20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz. and 80+80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.

Pilot insertion: Insert pilots following the steps described in 22.3.10.10.

Pyyrrrr Matrix mapping: Apply the mapping of the 1st column of the P,,,7,;,, matrix to the data
subcarniers as described in 22.3.8.3.6. The total number of data and pilot subcarnersis the same as in
the Data field.

CSD: Apply CSDfor each space-time stream and frequency segment as described in 22.3.8.3.2.

Spatial mapping: Applythe O matrix as described in 22.3.10.11.1.
Phase rotation: Applythe appropriate phase rotations for each 20 MHz subchannel as described in
22.3.7.4 and 22.3.7.5.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.
Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI (LONG_GI) and apply windowing as described in
223.74.

Analog and RF: Up-convert the resulting complex baseband waveform associated with each
transmit chain to an RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit.
Refer to 22.3.7.4 and 22.3.8 for details. 
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The DL-MU-MIMO ‘steering matrix QO; ~ [Op Ver» Gew,-1] can be determined by the
beamformerusing the beamforming feedback matrices for subcarrier k from beamformee 1, Vz, and SNR
information for subcarrier k from beamformee uv, SNR;,,, where u = 0,1, ...,Nucer— 1. The steering matrix
that is computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback matrices and new SNR information from
someorall of participating beamformees mightreplace the existing steering matrix QO, for the next DL-MU-
MIMOdata transmission. The beamformee group for the MUtransmissionis signaled using the Group ID
field in VIIT-SIG-A (see 22.3.8.3.3 and 22.3.11.4).

Uponreceipt of a VHT NDP sounding PPDU,the beamformeeshall remove the space-time stream CSD in
Table 22-11 from the measured channel before computing a set of matrices for feedback to the beamformer.
The beamforming feedback matrix, V;,,,. found by the beamformeew for subcarrier k shall be compressedin
the form of angles using the method described in 20.3.12.3.6. The angles, g(k,v) and y(k,u), are quantized
according to Table 8-53e. The numberofbits for quantization is chosen by the beamformee, based onthe
indication fromthe beamformeras to whetherthe feedback is requested for SU-MIMO beamforming or DL-
MU-MIMObeamforming. The compressed beamforming feedback using 20.3.12.3.6 is the only Clause 22
beamforming feedback formatdefined.

The beamformee shall generate the beamforming feedback matrices with the numberof rows (Nr) equal to
the Ngzs of the NDP.

After receiving the angle information, ¢(k,u) and y(k,u), the beamformerreconstructs V;.,, using Equation
(20-79). For SU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer can use this V;9 matrix to determinethe steering
matrix Q;. For DL-MU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer may calculate a steering matrix
Ox = [Qo Qx1>---> Gen,1] using My, and SNR,,, (0<u<N,,,,—1) in order to suppress crosstalk
betweenparticipating beamformees. The method usedbythe beamformerto calculate the steering matrix QO;
is implementation specific. 
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Transmit beamforming and DL MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is appliedto the transmit signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. HE STAsuse the
HE sounding protocol to determine the channel state information. The HE sounding protocol provides
explicit feedback mechanisms, defined as HE non-trigger-based (non-TB) sounding and HEtrigger-based
(TB) sounding, where the HE beamformee measures the channel usingatraining signal (i.e., an HE sound-
ing NDP)transmitted by the HE beamformerand sends back a transformed estimate of the channelstate.
The HE beamformerusesthis estimate to derive the steering matrix.

The HE beamformeereturnsanestimate of the channelstate in an HE compressed beamforming/CQIreport
carried in one or more HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frames. There are three types of HE compressed
beamforming/CQIreport:

An HE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframe from an HE beamformerwith whichit
is associated andthat contains the HE beamformee's MACaddress in the RAfield and also receives an HE

sounding NDP a SIFSafter the HE NDP Announcementframeshall transmit its HE compressed beamform-
ing/CQI report a SIFS after the HE sounding NDP. The TXVECTORparameter CHBANDWIDTHforthe
PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report shall be set to indicate a bandwidth not
widerthanthat indicated by the RXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTHofthe HE sounding NDP.

AnHE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframeas part of an HE TB sounding sequence
with a STA Info field addressed toit soliciting SU or MUfeedback shall generate an HE compressed beam-
forming/CQIreport using the feedback type, Ng and codebooksize indicated in the STA Info field. If the HE
beamformee then receives a BFRP Triggerframe with a UserInfo field addressedtoit, the HE beamformee
transmits an HE TB PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report following the rules
defined in 26.5.3.3 (Non-AP STA behavior for UL MUoperation). If the HE NDP Announcementframe has 
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UL MUoperationallows an AP to solicit simultaneous immediate response frames from one or more non-
AP HE STAs. A non-AP HE STAshallfollowthe rules in this subclause for the transmission of response

The HE-LTFfield provides a meansforthe receiver to estimate the MIMO channel betweenthe set of con-
stellation mapperoutputs (or, if STBCis applied, the STBC encoderoutputs) andthe receive chains. In an
HE SUPPDUand HE ER SUPPDU,the transmitter provides training for Nez; space-time streams(spatial
mapperinputs) used for the transmission of the PSDU.In an HE MUPPDU,the transmitter provides train-

ing for Nozs; total Space-time streamsusedforthe transmission of the PSDU(s) in the r-th RU. In an HE TB
PPDU,the transmitterof user w in the r-th RUprovidestraining for Ng7g,.,, space-time streamsusedfor thetransmission of the PSDU.Foreach tone in the r-th RU. the MIMO channel that can be estimated is an

Ney * Nors7 total Matrix. An HE transmissionhas a preamblethat contains HE-LTF symbols, where the data
tones of each HE-LTF symbol are multiplied by entries belonging to a matrix Pyg_ptr. to enable channel
estimationat the receiver. The pilot subcarriers of each HE-LTF symbolare multiplied by the entries of a

In an HE SU PPDU, HE MUPPDUand HE ER SU PPDU,the combination of HE-LTF type andGI dura-
tion is indicated in HE-SIG-Afield. In an HE TB PPDU,the combination of HE-LTFtype and GI duration
is indicated in the Triggerframethat triggers the transmission of the PPDU.If an HE PPDUis an HE sound-
ing NDP,the combinations of HE-LTFtypes and GIdurationsarelisted in 27.3.18 (Transmit specification).
If an HE PPDUis an HE TB feedback NDP, the combinations of types and GI durationsare listed in 27.3.4
(HE PPDUformats).

The DL MU-MIMOsteering matrix QO, = [O;9, Oj 1, ---» Qh.n. i can be determined by the beam-. . ~ ~ ser, _
former fsing the beamforming feedback for subcarrier k from beamformee wu, where

Nuser.»— 1 - The feedback report formatis describedin 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamform-
ing Report field) and 9.4.1.66 (HE MUExclusive Beamforming Report field). The steering matrix thatis
computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback from someorall of participating beamformees
might replace the existing steering matrix Q, for the next DL MU-MIMOdatatransmission.

For SU-MIMO beamforming, the steering matrix Q; can be determined from the beamforming feedback
matrix V;, that is sent back to the beamformerbythe beamformee using the compressed beamforming feed-
back matrix format as defined in 19.3.12.3.6 (Compressed beamforming feedback matrix). The feedback
report format is described in 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamforming Reportfield). 
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Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix.

A VHT beamformer shall initiate a sounding feedback sequence by transmitting a VHT NDP
Announcement frame followed by a VHT NDPafter a SIFS. The VHT beamformershall include in the
VHT NDP Announcementframe one STA Info field for each VHT beamformeethat is expected to prepare
VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback andshall identify the VHT beamformee by including the VHT
beamformee’s AID in the AID subfield of the STA Info field. The VHT NDP Announcementframe shall
include at least one STA Info field.

 
A non-AP VHT beamformeethat receives a VHT NDP Announcementframe from a VHT beamformerwith
whichit is associated or has an established DLS or TDLSsessionand that contains the VHT beamformee’s
AID in the AID subfield of a STA Info field that is not the first STA Info field shall transmit its VHT
Compressed Beamforming feedback a SIFSafter receiving a Beamforming Report Poll with RA matching
its MACaddress and a non-bandwidthsignaling TA obtained from the TA field matching the MACaddress
of the VHT beamformer. If the RXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH_IN_NON_HTofthereceived 
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Table 8-281ai—VHT Compressed Beamforming frameAction field format

Order Information

Category

 

 

VHTAction 

VHT MIMOControl(see 8.4.1.47) 

VHT Compressed Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.48)  
MUExclusive Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.49)

The Categoryfieldis set to the value for VHT,specified in Table 8-38.

The VHTActionfieldis set to the value forVHT Compressed Beamforming, specified in Table 8-281ah.

The VHT MIMO Controlfield is always present in the frame. The presence and contents of the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Report field and the MUExclusive Beamforming Reportfield are dependent on
the values of the Feedback Type, Remaining Feedback Segments, and First Feedback Segment subfields of
the VHT MIMOControlfield (see 8.4.1.47, 8.4.1.48, 8.4.1.49, and 9.31.5).

The AvgSNR;in Table 8-53his found by computing the SNR per subcarrier in decibels for the subcarriers
identified in Table 8-53g, and then computing the arithmetic meanof those values. Each SNR value pertone
in streami (before being averaged) correspondsto the SNRassociated with the columni of the beamforming
feedback matrix V determined at the beamformee. Each SNR corresponds to the predicted SNR at the
beamformee whenthe beamformerappliesall columnsof the matrix /. 
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The MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield is used by the VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback (see
8.5.23.2) to carry explicit feedback information in the form of delta SNRs. The information in the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Reportfield and the MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield canbe used bythe
transmit MU beamformer to determine steering matrices Q, as described in 9.29.3, 20.3.12.3, and
Table 22.3.11.

Meaning

Delta SNR forspace-time stream 1 for ASNR,sciax(0),1 8 defined in Equation(8-2)subcarrierk = sscidx(0) 

 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream Ne for ASNR,.ciax(0), Ne 28 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrierk = sscidx(0) 

Delta SNR for space-time stream 1 for ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(1) sscidx(1),1 48 defined in Equation(8-2)
 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,sciax( 1), Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrierk = sscidx(1) 
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Field Meaning 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream1 for ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1) 'sscidx(Ns'—1),1 88 defined in Equation(8-2) 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,scidx(Ns'— 1), Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
  

subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1)

NOTE—sscidx() is definedin Table 8-53).

In Table 8-53i, Ns’ is the number of subcarriers for which the Delta SNR subfield is sent back to the

beamformer. Table 8-53j shows Ns’, the exact subcarrierindices and their order for which the Delta SNR is
sent back.

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix. 
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Bcc Constellation
interleaver mapper          BCCEncoder      

BCCEncoder SpatialMapping PHYPadding Scrambler BCCEncoderParser StreamParser       
   

BCC Constellation
interleaver mapper

| BCC Constellation |] [,] csD
interleaver mapper

   
       

 
 BCCEncoder
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The VHT-SIG-Bfield is constructed per-user as follows:
a)
b)

Obtain the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and APEP_LENGTH from the TXVECTOR.

VHI-SIG-B bits: Set the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and VHT-SIG-B Length field as described in
22.3.8.3.6. Add the reserved bits (for SU only) and N,,;; bits of tail. For an NDP set VHT-SIG-B to
the fixed bit pattern for the bandwidth used as described in 22.3.8.3.6.
VHT-SIG-B Bit Repetition: Repeat the VHT-SIG-B bits as a function of CHBANDWIDTH as
defined in 22.3.8.3.6.

BCCencoder: Encode the VHT-SIG-Bfield using BCC at rate R=1/2 as described in 18.3.5.6.
Segment parser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz or noncontiguous 80+80 MHz transmission,
divide the output bits of the BCCencoder into two frequency subblocks as described in 22.3.10.7.
This block is bypassed for 20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.
BCCinterleaver: Interleave as described in 22.3.10.8.

Constellation mapper: Map to a BPSK constellation as defined in 18.3.5.8.

Segment deparser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz transmission, merge the two frequency
subblocks into one frequency segment as described in 22.3.10.9.3. This block is bypassed for
20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz. and 80+80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.

Pilot insertion: Insert pilots following the steps described in 22.3.10.10.

Pyyrrrr Matrix mapping: Apply the mapping of the 1st column of the P,,,7,;,, matrix to the data
subcarniers as described in 22.3.8.3.6. The total number of data and pilot subcarnersis the same as in
the Data field.

CSD: Apply CSDfor each space-time stream and frequency segment as described in 22.3.8.3.2.

Spatial mapping: Applythe O matrix as described in 22.3.10.11.1.
Phase rotation: Applythe appropriate phase rotations for each 20 MHz subchannel as described in
22.3.7.4 and 22.3.7.5.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.
Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI (LONG_GI) and apply windowing as described in
223.74.

Analog and RF: Up-convert the resulting complex baseband waveform associated with each
transmit chain to an RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit.
Refer to 22.3.7.4 and 22.3.8 for details. 
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The DL-MU-MIMO ‘steering matrix QO; ~ [Op Ver» Gew,-1] can be determined by the
beamformerusing the beamforming feedback matrices for subcarrier k from beamformee 1, Vz, and SNR
information for subcarrier k from beamformee uv, SNR;,,, where u = 0,1, ...,Nucer— 1. The steering matrix
that is computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback matrices and new SNR information from
someorall of participating beamformees mightreplace the existing steering matrix QO, for the next DL-MU-
MIMOdata transmission. The beamformee group for the MUtransmissionis signaled using the Group ID
field in VIIT-SIG-A (see 22.3.8.3.3 and 22.3.11.4).

Uponreceipt of a VHT NDP sounding PPDU,the beamformeeshall remove the space-time stream CSD in
Table 22-11 from the measured channel before computing a set of matrices for feedback to the beamformer.
The beamforming feedback matrix, V;,,,. found by the beamformeew for subcarrier k shall be compressedin
the form of angles using the method described in 20.3.12.3.6. The angles, g(k,v) and y(k,u), are quantized
according to Table 8-53e. The numberofbits for quantization is chosen by the beamformee, based onthe
indication fromthe beamformeras to whetherthe feedback is requested for SU-MIMO beamforming or DL-
MU-MIMObeamforming. The compressed beamforming feedback using 20.3.12.3.6 is the only Clause 22
beamforming feedback formatdefined.

The beamformee shall generate the beamforming feedback matrices with the numberof rows (Nr) equal to
the Ngzs of the NDP.

After receiving the angle information, ¢(k,u) and y(k,u), the beamformerreconstructs V;.,, using Equation
(20-79). For SU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer can use this V;9 matrix to determinethe steering
matrix Q;. For DL-MU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer may calculate a steering matrix
Ox = [Qo Qx1>---> Gen,1] using My, and SNR,,, (0<u<N,,,,—1) in order to suppress crosstalk
betweenparticipating beamformees. The method usedbythe beamformerto calculate the steering matrix QO;
is implementation specific. 
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Transmit beamforming and DL MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channelstate to compute a steering
matrix that is appliedto the transmit signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. HE STAsuse the
HE sounding protocol to determine the channel state information. The HE sounding protocol provides
explicit feedback mechanisms, defined as HE non-trigger-based (non-TB) sounding and HEtrigger-based
(TB) sounding, where the HE beamformee measures the channelusing a training signal(i.e., an HE sound-
ing NDP) transmitted by the HE beamformerand sends back a transformedestimate of the channelstate.
The HE beamformerusesthis estimate to derive the steering matrix.

The HE beamformeereturmsanestimate of the channel state in an HE compressed beamforming/CQIreport
carried in one or more HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frames. There are three types of HE compressed
beamforming/CQIreport:

An HE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframe from an HE beamformerwith whichit
is associated andthat contains the HE beamformee's MACaddressin the RAfield andalso receives an HE

sounding NDPa SIFSafter the HE NDP Announcementframeshall transmit its HE compressed beamform-
ing/CQIreport a SIFS after the HE sounding NDP. The TXVECTORparameter CHBANDWIDTHforthe
PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report shall be set to indicate a bandwidth not
widerthanthat indicated by the RXVECTORparameter CH_BANDWIDTHofthe HE sounding NDP.
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AnHE beamformeethat receives an HE NDP Announcementframeas part of an HE TB sounding sequence
with a STA Info field addressed toit soliciting SU or MUfeedback shall generate an HE compressed beam-
forming/CQIreport using the feedback type, Ng and codebooksize indicated in the STA Info field. If the HE
beamformee then receives a BFRP Triggerframe with a UserInfo field addressedtoit, the HE beamformee
transmits an HE TB PPDUcontaining the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report following the rules
defined in 26.5.3.3 (Non-AP STA behavior for UL MUoperation). If the HE NDP Announcementframe has

UL MUoperationallows an AP to solicit simultaneous immediate response frames from one or more non-
AP HE STAs. A non-AP HE STAshallfollowthe rules in this subclause for the transmission of response

UL MU-MIMOis a technique to allow multiple STAs to transmit simultaneously over the same frequency
resource to the receiver. The concept is very similar to SU-MIMO where multiple space-time streams are
transmitted simultaneously over the same frequencyresourceutilizing spatial multiplexing through multiple
antennasat the transmitter and receiver. The keydifference from SU-MIMOisthat in UL MU-MIMO,the
transmitted streams originate from multiple STAs.

The HE-LTFfield provides a meansforthe receiver to estimate the MIMO channel betweenthe set of con-
stellation mapperoutputs (or, if STBCis applied, the STBC encoderoutputs) andthe receive chains. In an
HE SUPPDUand HE ER SUPPDU,the transmitter provides training for Nez; space-time streams(spatial
mapperinputs) used for the transmission of the PSDU.In an HE MUPPDU,the transmitter provides train-

ing for Nozs; total Space-time streamsusedforthe transmission of the PSDU(s) in the r-th RU. In an HE TB
PPDU,the transmitterof user w in the r-th RUprovidestraining for Ng7g,.,, space-time streamsusedfor thetransmission of the PSDU.Foreach tone in the r-th RU. the MIMO channel that can be estimated is an

Ney * Nors7 total Matrix. An HE transmissionhas a preamblethat contains HE-LTF symbols, where the data
tones of each HE-LTF symbol are multiplied by entries belonging to a matrix Pyg_ptr. to enable channel
estimationat the receiver. The pilot subcarriers of each HE-LTF symbolare multiplied by the entries of a

In an HE SU PPDU, HE MUPPDUand HE ER SU PPDU,the combination of HE-LTF type andGI dura-
tion is indicated in HE-SIG-Afield. In an HE TB PPDU,the combination of HE-LTFtype and GI duration
is indicated in the Triggerframethat triggers the transmission of the PPDU.If an HE PPDUis an HE sound-
ing NDP,the combinations of HE-LTFtypes and GIdurationsarelisted in 27.3.18 (Transmit specification).
If an HE PPDUis an HE TB feedback NDP, the combinations of types and GI durationsare listed in 27.3.4
(HE PPDUformats). 
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The DL MU-MIMOsteering matrix OQ, = [Q, 9. Oj 1. ---. Q, _;] can be determined by the beam-
former fsing the beamforming feedback for subcarrier’ k from beamformee u, where

Nuser.»— 1 - The feedback report formatis describedin 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamform-
ing Report field) and 9.4.1.66 (HE MUExclusive Beamforming Report field). The steering matrix thatis
computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback from someorall of participating beamformees
might replace the existing steering matrix Q, for the next DL MU-MIMOdatatransmission.

For SU-MIMO beamforming, the steering matrix Q; can be determined from the beamforming feedback
matrix V;, that is sent back to the beamformerbythe beamformee using the compressed beamforming feed-
back matrix format as defined in 19.3.12.3.6 (Compressed beamforming feedback matrix). The feedback
report format is described in 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamforming Reportfield).

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix.

A VHT beamformer shall initiate a sounding feedback sequence by transmitting a VHT NDP
Announcement frame followed by a VHT NDPafter a SIFS. The VHT beamformershall include in the
VHT NDP Announcementframe one STA Info field for each VHT beamformeethat is expected to prepare
VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback andshall identify the VHT beamformee by including the VHT
beamformee’s AID in the AID subfield of the STA Info field. The VHT NDP Announcementframe shall
include at least one STA Info field.
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A non-AP VHT beamformeethat receives a VHT NDP Announcementframe from a VHT beamformerwith
whichit is associated or has an established DLS or TDLSsessionand that contains the VHT beamformee’s
AID in the AID subfield of a STA Info field that is not the first STA Info field shall transmit its VHT
Compressed Beamforming feedback a SIFSafter receiving a Beamforming Report Poll with RA matching
its MACaddress and a non-bandwidthsignaling TA obtained from the TA field matching the MACaddress
of the VHT beamformer. If the RXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH_IN_NON_HTofthereceived

Table 8-281ai—VHT Compressed Beamforming frameAction field format

Order Information

Category 

VHTAction 

VHT MIMOControl(see 8.4.1.47) 

VHT Compressed Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.48) 

MUExclusive Beamforming Report (see 8.4.1.49)
 

The Categoryfieldis set to the value for VHT,specified in Table 8-38.

The VHTActionfieldis set to the value forVHT Compressed Beamforming, specified in Table 8-281ah.

The VHT MIMO Controlfield is always present in the frame. The presence and contents of the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Report field and the MUExclusive Beamforming Reportfield are dependent on
the values of the Feedback Type, Remaining Feedback Segments, and First Feedback Segment subfields of
the VHT MIMOControlfield (see 8.4.1.47, 8.4.1.48, 8.4.1.49, and 9.31.5).

The AvgSNR;in Table 8-53his found by computing the SNR per subcarrier in decibels for the subcarriers
identified in Table 8-53g, and then computing the arithmetic meanof those values. Each SNR value pertone
in streami (before being averaged) correspondsto the SNRassociated with the columni of the beamforming
feedback matrix V determined at the beamformee. Each SNR corresponds to the predicted SNR at the
beamformee whenthe beamformerappliesall columnsof the matrix /. 
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The MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield is used by the VHT Compressed Beamforming feedback (see
8.5.23.2) to carry explicit feedback information in the form of delta SNRs. The information in the VHT
Compressed Beamforming Reportfield and the MU Exclusive Beamforming Reportfield canbe used bythe
transmit MU beamformer to determine steering matrices Q, as described in 9.29.3, 20.3.12.3, and
Table 22.3.11.

Meaning

Delta SNR forspace-time stream 1 for ASNR,sciax(0),1 8 defined in Equation(8-2)subcarrierk = sscidx(0) 

 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream Ne for ASNR,.ciax(0), Ne 28 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrierk = sscidx(0) 

Delta SNR for space-time stream 1 for ASNR,.ciax(1),1 8 defined in Equation(8-2)subcarrier k = sscidx(1) 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,sciax( 1), Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
subcarrierk = sscidx(1) 
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Field Meaning 

Delta SNR forspace-time stream1 for ASNR
subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1) 'sscidx(Ns'—1),1 88 defined in Equation(8-2) 

 

Delta SNR for space-time stream Ne for ASNR,scidx(Ns'— 1), Ne 8 defined in Equation(8-2)
  

subcarrier k = sscidx(Ns’—1)

NOTE—sscidx() is definedin Table 8-53).

In Table 8-53i, Ns’ is the number of subcarriers for which the Delta SNR subfield is sent back to the

beamformer. Table 8-53j shows Ns’, the exact subcarrierindices and their order for which the Delta SNR is
sent back.

Transmit beamforming and DL-MU-MIMOrequire knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering
matrix that is applied to the transmitted signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. The STA
transmitting using the steering matrix is called the VHT beamformer and a STA for whichreceptionis
optimized is called a VHT beamformee. An explicit feedback mechanism is used where the VHT
beamformeedirectly measures the channel fromthe training symbols transmitted by the VHT beamformer
and sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the VHT beamformer. The VHT beamformer

then uses this estimate, perhaps combining estimates from multiple VHT beamformees, to derive the
steering matrix. 
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The VHT-SIG-Bfield is constructed per-user as follows:
a)
b)

Obtain the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and APEP_LENGTH from the TXVECTOR.

VHI-SIG-B bits: Set the VHT-MCS(for MU only) and VHT-SIG-B Length field as described in
22.3.8.3.6. Add the reserved bits (for SU only) and N,,;; bits of tail. For an NDP set VHT-SIG-B to
the fixed bit pattern for the bandwidth used as described in 22.3.8.3.6.
VHT-SIG-B Bit Repetition: Repeat the VHT-SIG-B bits as a function of CHBANDWIDTH as
defined in 22.3.8.3.6.

BCCencoder: Encode the VHT-SIG-Bfield using BCC at rate R=1/2 as described in 18.3.5.6.
Segment parser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz or noncontiguous 80+80 MHz transmission,
divide the output bits of the BCCencoder into two frequency subblocks as described in 22.3.10.7.
This block is bypassed for 20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.
BCCinterleaver: Interleave as described in 22.3.10.8.

Constellation mapper: Map to a BPSK constellation as defined in 18.3.5.8.

Segment deparser (if needed): For a contiguous 160 MHz transmission, merge the two frequency
subblocks into one frequency segment as described in 22.3.10.9.3. This block is bypassed for
20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz. and 80+80 MHz VHT PPDUtransmissions.

Pilot insertion: Insert pilots following the steps described in 22.3.10.10.

Pyyrrrr Matrix mapping: Apply the mapping of the 1st column of the P,,,7,;,, matrix to the data
subcarniers as described in 22.3.8.3.6. The total number of data and pilot subcarnersis the same as in
the Data field.

CSD: Apply CSDfor each space-time stream and frequency segment as described in 22.3.8.3.2.

Spatial mapping: Applythe O matrix as described in 22.3.10.11.1.
Phase rotation: Applythe appropriate phase rotations for each 20 MHz subchannel as described in
22.3.7.4 and 22.3.7.5.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.
Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI (LONG_GI) and apply windowing as described in
223.74.

Analog and RF: Up-convert the resulting complex baseband waveform associated with each
transmit chain to an RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit.
Refer to 22.3.7.4 and 22.3.8 for details. 
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The DL-MU-MIMO ‘steering matrix QO; ~ [Op Ver» Gew,-1] can be determined by the
beamformerusing the beamforming feedback matrices for subcarrier k from beamformee 1, Vz, and SNR
information for subcarrier k from beamformee uv, SNR;,,, where u = 0,1, ...,Nucer— 1. The steering matrix
that is computed (or updated) using new beamforming feedback matrices and new SNR information from
someorall of participating beamformees mightreplace the existing steering matrix QO, for the next DL-MU-
MIMOdata transmission. The beamformee group for the MUtransmissionis signaled using the Group ID
field in VIIT-SIG-A (see 22.3.8.3.3 and 22.3.11.4).

Uponreceipt of a VHT NDP sounding PPDU,the beamformeeshall remove the space-time stream CSD in
Table 22-11 from the measured channel before computing a set of matrices for feedback to the beamformer.
The beamforming feedback matrix, V;,,,. found by the beamformeew for subcarrier k shall be compressedin
the form of angles using the method described in 20.3.12.3.6. The angles, g(k,v) and y(k,u), are quantized
according to Table 8-53e. The numberofbits for quantization is chosen by the beamformee, based onthe
indication fromthe beamformeras to whetherthe feedback is requested for SU-MIMO beamforming or DL-
MU-MIMObeamforming. The compressed beamforming feedback using 20.3.12.3.6 is the only Clause 22
beamforming feedback formatdefined.

The beamformee shall generate the beamforming feedback matrices with the numberof rows (Nr) equal to
the Ngzs of the NDP.

After receiving the angle information, ¢(k,u) and y(k,u), the beamformerreconstructs V;.,, using Equation
(20-79). For SU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer can use this V;9 matrix to determinethe steering
matrix Q;. For DL-MU-MIMO beamforming, the beamformer may calculate a steering matrix
Ox = [Qo Qx1>---> Gen,1] using My, and SNR,,, (0<u<N,,,,—1) in order to suppress crosstalk
betweenparticipating beamformees. The method usedbythe beamformerto calculate the steering matrix QO;
is implementation specific. 
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Claim 8 HP Envy 15 Laptop

This subclause provides the procedure by which PSDUsare converted to and fromtransmissions on the
wireless medium.

During transmission, a PSDU(in the SUcase) or one or more PSDUs(in the MUcase)are processed(i.e.,
scrambled and coded) and appendedto the PHY preamble to create the PPDU.Atthe receiver, the PHYpre-
amble is processedto aid in the detection, demodulation, and delivery of the PSDU.

DL MUtransmission allows an AP to simultaneously transmit information to more than one non-AP STA.
For a DL MUtransmission, the AP uses the HE MU PPDUformat and employs either DL OFDMA, DL
MU-MIMO,ora mixture of both. UL MUtransmissionallows an AP to simultaneouslyreceive information
from more than one non-AP STA. UL MUtransmissions are preceded bya Trigger frame ora frame carry-
ing a TRS Controlkubfield from the AP. The non-AP STAstransmit using the HE TB PPDUformat and
employeither UL OFDMA, UL MU-MIMO,ora mixtureofboth. 
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UL MU-MIMOis a technique to allow multiple STAs to transmit simultaneously over the same frequency
resource to the receiver. The concept is very similar to SU-MIMO where multiple space-time streams are
transmitted simultaneously over the same frequencyresourceutilizing spatial multiplexing through multiple
antennasat the transmitter and receiver. The keydifference from SU-MIMOisthat in UL MU-MIMO,the
transmitted streams originate from multiple STAs.
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The peruserdata is combinedas follows:

Spatial mapping: The Q matrixis applied as describedin 27.3.11.14 (OFDMmodulation). The com-
bining ofall user data of an RUis doneinthis block.

IDFT: Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform.

Insert GI and apply windowing: Prepend a GI determined by the TXVECTORparameter GI_TYPE
and apply windowingas described in 27.3.9 (Mathematical descriptionof signals).

Analog and RF: Upconvertthe resulting complex baseband waveformwitheachtransmit chainto an
RF signal according to the center frequency of the desired channel and transmit. Refer to 27.3.9
(Mathematical description of signals) and 27.3.10 (HE preamble) fordetails. 
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Claim 8 HP Envy 15 Laptop

The methodasrecited in

further comprising:

Claim 11 Accused Products

(The methodasrecited in , wherein the set of weighting
Wherein the set of weighting valuesis| valuesis further based on one or moreof: a transmit powerlevel, a data transmit rate, a
further based on one or moreof:aj antenna direction, quality of service data, or timing data.
transmit powerlevel, a data transmit rate, 
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Claim 11 Accused Products
 

lan antennadirection, quality of service
data, or timing data,

Claim 12 Accused Products

11, wherein the content comprises
data configured to be used by the remote station to modify the placement of one or more
transmission peaks and one or more transmission nulls in a subsequent signal

electromagnetic signals comprising one or
more transmission peaks and one or more transmission nulls

Claim 15 Accused Products

An apparatusfor use in a lan apparatus for use
wireless communications system, the in a wireless communications system]
apparatus comprising: 
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Claim 15 Accused Products 
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lan antennal

la transceiver operatively coupled to transceiver operatively coupled to the}
the antenna; and 
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la processor operatively coupled to la processor operatively coupledto the transceiver.
the transceiver, the processor configured}

the first signal transmissior the first signal transmission comprisingfirst signal information,
comprising first signal information, Whereinthe first signal information comprises one or more of: a transmit powerlevel, a
whereinthe first signal informatior data transmit rate, an antenna direction, quality of service data, or timing data.
comprises one or moreof: a transmit
ipowerlevel, a data transmitrate, an
lantenna direction, quality of service data,
lor timing data; 
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Claim 15 Accused Products

Claim 16 Accused Products

The apparatusasrecited in apparatusas recited in , whereinthefirst
wherein the first signal transmission andjiMsignal transmission and the secondsignal transmission comprise electromagnetic signals|
the second signal transmission comprisefi™comprising one or more transmission peaks and one or more transmission nulls.
electromagnetic signals comprising one
lor more transmission peaks and one o
more transmission nulls.

more transmission peaks and one or more transmission nulls 
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